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INTERIM REPORT ON WORK CARRIED OUT IN
1989 BY THE CANTERBURY ARCHAEOLOGICAL

TRUST

EXCAVATIONS

1. N o .  18 Castle Street
In late March 1989, a record of  archaeological levels exposed in
trenches cut at the rear of no. 18 Castle Street was made by Dennis
Nebiker. The trenches cut by workmen to form a single storey
extension to the premises were remarkable, not for their archaeologi-
cal content, but for their depth, this being in excess of the proposed
height of the future building. Further still, the disturbed nature of the
garden deposits and the wet weather conditions prevailing at the time
of foundation cutting led to a considerable collapse of trench edges
and made detailed investigation of the archaeological levels impos-
sible. As a consequence an opportunity to record interesting deposits
and features was effectively lost.

Despite the foregoing, a complex sequence of intercutting medi-
eval and post-medieval pits, including two brick-lined soakaways,
was noted. Natural brickearth, observed some 1.65 m. below present
ground level was capped by a  colourful sequence o f  burnt and
unburnt clay floors of a total thickness of 0.30 m., these associated
with a Roman timber building. Roman pottery of  first- to third-
century date was relatively plentiful in the spoil excavated from the
foundation trenches and there can be no doubt that a  Roman
structure existed here.

Deep trenching for even the most modest o f  new buildings is
becoming increasingly frequent in the city and this inevitably has
drastic implications f o r  Canterbury's archaeological 'resource'.
Although the Trust is mindful that safe foundation design is of the
utmost importance, we are increasingly worried by the degree of
destruction that even 'minor works' can cause. On this basis i t  is
becoming necessary to incorporate some form of archaeological work
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Fig. 1. P l a n  locating Canterbury sites excavated and buildings recorded, 1988-89

in all schemes for redevelopment, large and small, to ensure that a
record of archaeological levels is made before they are destroyed.

P. BENNETT and D. NEBIKER

2. N o .  70 Castle Street
The lowering o f  the basement o f  these premises, now an estate
agents, occurred during an extensive operation to repair and reno-
vate the above-ground timber-framed structure, reported last year.'

The building occupies a site which overlies the line of a major
Roman street, set on a north-east to south-west axis separating the
theatre and temple insulae, f irst located during excavations a t
nos. 77-9 Castle Street in 1976 (Fig. 2).2 Monitoring of basement
lowering was considered desirable to confirm the line of the street

Arch. Cant., cv (1988), 183-5.
2 Arch. Cant., xcii (1976), 238-40.
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and possibly gain further information for its construction date, which
on the  basis o f  the  earlier excavation was thought t o  b e
c. A.D. 50-60. I n  the event, the lowering of the cellar floor was
entirely executed by Trust staff.

The brick floor of the cellar lay some 2.00 m. below the surface of
Castle Street and on removal of floor and bedding the surface of
natural brickearth was revealed. Gravel, perhaps residue from the
removal of street metallings, was mixed with dirty clay floor bedding.
The surface of natural brickearth was very hard, compact and heavily
stained with iron panning, this perhaps consistent with past removal
of thick, impervious layers of rammed gravel for the street.

Of particular importance and interest was a small group of five
intercutting pre- and early-Roman pits, located against the Castle
Street frontage wall. The latest of these contained rammed gravel and
mortar laid perhaps to consolidate 'soft ground' during the construc-
tion of the first street. This feature sadly yielded no finds. The earliest
of the features was a large clay quarry containing in its banded clay
and grey loam fills a large quantity of 'Belgic' coarse wares and a
struck bronze coin, perhaps dating to c. 35-20 B.C.

D. HONE and P. BENNETT

3. N o .  76 Castle Street
A small excavation in advance of the construction of a basemented
rear extension to no. 76 Castle Street was undertaken during August
1988 (Fig. 2).

The small narrow garden of the premises was known to overlie the
portico of the Roman temple precinct, first located on the adjacent
site of nos. 77-9 Castle Street, now St. James's House, in 1976.3
Amongst many discoveries during the earlier excavation was an intact
row of stylobate blocks for the colonnade supporting the pitched roof
of the portico; this was revealed in a small trench against the party
wall separating the two sites. The 1976 excavations also provided
important Early Anglo-Saxon finds in dark earth deposits overlying
the old Roman portico and courtyard surfacings, including the
remains of a sunken-featured Anglo-Saxon building, which re-used
fragments o f  a Corinthian capital, as chock stones in one of its
load-bearing post settings. The excavation at no. 76 Castle Street was
undertaken in the hope that further portico stylobate blocks would be
revealed under early Anglo-Saxon dark earth deposits.

3 Ibid.
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The excavation, funded by Mr Colin Tomlin, the owner of the
property, commenced with machine removal of garden soils that had
accumulated over a considerable period. Several post-medieval rub-
bish and latrine pits were found to have cut earlier levels, including a
large brick-built soakaway located against the rear perimeter wall of
the garden. A  number of medieval features, mainly pits, were also
encountered. The earliest of these, a wide linear slot extending across
the excavation on a north-east to south-west axis, dating from the mid
twelfth century, proved to  be a  robber trench for  the Roman
stylobate. Large fragments o f  greensand blocks and t ip lines o f
mortar from stylobate masonry were noted in the soft backfill of the
robber trench.

Overlying the final late Roman courtyard surface was a 15 cm.
thick deposit of dark loam, which yielded a small corpus of sixth-
century potsherds and an early Anglo-Saxon copper-alloy brooch.
The matrix of the dark loam contained considerable quantities of
Roman building debris, including patches of compact gravel and
fragmented tile, perhaps indicating the presence of rough surfacing
associated with the structure located nearby in 1976. A large number
of late Roman coins were retrieved from within and under this dark
earth horizon, their  frequency increasing as the latest Roman
courtyard was uncovered.

The latest Roman courtyard, of flints, pebbles, crushed tile brick,
crushed waste mortar and greensand and limestone lumps, extended
over the greater part o f  the trench. Worn areas in the compact
pea-gritted horizon appeared to indicate that disturbance may have
occurred during the formation of dark earths over the metalling. This
phenomenon noticed during earlier episodes of  excavation in the
temple precinct4 may relate to  an early phase o f  Anglo-Saxon
occupation, when the southern corner of the temple enclosure was
used for some form of agricultural activity, perhaps the penning of
animals.

The latest Roman courtyard extended as a continuous horizon
across the earlier portico position, broken only by the robber trench
of the stylobate. In earlier excavations this clearly demonstrated that
the portico had been demolished and its paving stripped prior to the
laying of the final courtyard. Coin evidence from earlier excavations
indicated that demolition may have taken place in c. A.D. 350-60,
but no datable finds were recovered from the present excavation to
confirm this. A  well-defined linear depression in the final courtyard

4 Arch. Cant., xciv (1978), 275-77.
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surface against the north-west side of  the stylobate robber trench
proved to be subsidence into the backfill of  a late Roman robber
trench for the stylobate drain. Fragments of greensand recovered
from the fill of the robber trench strongly suggested that the drain was
of stone designed to take water from the portico roof.

A sequence of three well-defined courtyard metallings were exca-
vated west of  the portico, the earliest of  these containing a high
percentage o f  greensand and limestone chippings i n  its matrix.
Deposits of poured mortar and clay under the final metallings in the
portico appeared to be the disturbed remnants of construction and
bedding deposits for a possible stone pavement.

The early courtyards and associated deposits were remarkably void
of finds. Earlier excavations were equally remarkable for the paucity
of dating evidence. Collectively, however, the small group of datable
finds from earlier episodes of excavation suggests a construction date
for the temple precinct of c. A.D. 100-120.

P. BENNETT and D. NEBIKER

4. N o .  5 St. Margaret's Street
Reports of sightings of Roman theatre fabric regularly occur in our
interim reports, published in this journal and the accompanying plan
records yet another fragment revealed in service trenching outside
no. 5 St. Margaret's Street in early June 1989.

Southern Water Company maintenance engineers, attempting to
locate a broken sewer connection, exposed a Roman wall in their
trench and reported the discovery t o  the Trust. The correctly
diagnosed wall had been truncated by an earlier service trench,
undoubtedly that cut under the supervision of James Pilbrow, City
Engineer, in 1868. During the construction of the nineteenth-century
sewer system for the city, Pilbrow recorded many sightings of Roman
walls and finds, publishing his discoveries in Archaeologia for 1871.5
This document, still used by the Trust to add extra detail to new
works, includes a reference to the original discovery of the wall and
gives measurements locating the find-spot.

Excavations in the 1950s by Professor S.S. Frere exposed substan-
tial elements of not one theatre, but two.6 The first of these was a
timbered structure utilising a bank o f  earth and gravel to carry

5 J. Pilbrow, 'Discoveries made during Excavations a t  Canterbury in  1868',
Archaeologia, xliii (1871), 151-64.

6 S.S. Frere, 'The Roman Theatre at Canterbury', Britannia, i (1970), 83-112.
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wooden seating, the bank being revetted by a substantial masonry
curving wall to the rear. This structure, dated by Professor Frere to the
closing decade of the first century, was superseded just over a century
later by a monumental building partly carried on massive vaulted
masonry. Further elements of this theatre's foundations have consis-
tently come to light during service trenching in past years and have
considerably added to our knowledge of the plan of this great building.

The wall exposed in this new trench comprised six flint courses
bonded in orange-brown mortar. The uppermost course bore the scar
of a tile string-course on its surface. The accurate plotting of this
short 1.50 m. length of wall, clearly proved that it had formed part of
a complex of walls observed and recorded by Pilbrow in this position,
and interpreted by Professor Frere as parts of the cavea of the second
phase theatre and a section of a possible entrance passage wall for the
earlier theatre.

On the basis o f  good correlation between our plotting of  the
surviving wall fragment and measurements given by Pilbrow from
fixed points, which are still extant, we were able to identify this 'new'
wall as that belonging to the early theatre. Further still, having fixed
the position of the wall, we were able to plot accurately the course of
Pilbrow's sewer trench for the first time and, thereby, improve the
accuracy of  earlier interpretations of  the first and second theatre
plans. Insufficient fabric fell within the new excavation to change
fundamentally earlier interpretations for the function o f  the first
theatre wall.

This identification of early theatre fabric, the first sighted by Trust
staff, has encouraged further examination of published evidence. The
results o f  the re-examination are presented in the accompanying
figure (Fig. 3) to illustrate how much further work needs to be done
before Canterbury's first Roman theatre can be fully understood.

M. HOULISTON, J. RADY and P. BENNETT

5. S t .  Margaret's Church
An electricity board trench outside the eastern end of the south aisle
of St. Margaret's Church revealed a chalk and stone foundation first
uncovered inside the church in the 1986 excavations.7 This almost
certainly dates from the time of the rebuilding of the east end of the
church in the late eighteenth century when the street was widened.

Arch. Cant., ciii (1986), 199-202.

A. WARD
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6. ' T h e  Cheker of the Hope', nos. 8 and 8A Mercery Lane
During the latter part of March and early April 1989, a developer-
funded watching brief was maintained during the refurbishment of
nos. 8 and 8A Mercery Lane, formerly part of Canterbury's premier
pilgrim inn, 'The Cheker of the Hope', built by Christ Church Priory
between 1392-95. Building recording works undertaken at the same
time by Rupert Austin are the subject of a separate report below
(p. 00).

The watching brief consisted of the recording of hand-dug pits
excavated by Messrs. Cardy Ltd. to locate engineer-designed sup-
porting posts for the building. Episodes o f  past shopfitting and
general alteration had considerably weakened the integrity of the
building by the removal of the impressive stone-arcaded façade of the
inn against Mercery Lane and the stripping-out of original internal
partitions and support framing for superstructure. The weight of an
inserted brick-built stack for fireplaces on three floors, which in more
recent years had been severely weakened by the removal o f  its
ground floor element, was also considerably distressing ground floor
ceiling framework.

The amelioration of eccentric loads and obvious signs of distress to
ancient fabric were executed in  two ways. Firstly by replacing
elements of the ground floor framing that had been removed in the
past and secondly by locating mass-filled concrete bases for new oak
supporting posts.

The engineer-designed solution, whilst compatible with the historic
integrity of building — putting back framing that past generations of
shopkeepers had removed — took no account of the below ground
history of the site. Indeed, the cutting of the pits saw the exposure
and complete removal of stone-capped flint and mortar built dwarf
walls, that originally supported the fourteenth-century frame. The
depth of the new support footings was excessive, with mass-poured
concrete extending down 2 m. below the existing ground surface. As
a consequence of this common design solution and concern expressed
that the below ground archaeology was not being best served by it, a
meeting was organised by the architect for the scheme, Mr Howard
Jones of Lee Evans Partnership, with a group of local engineers,
architectural practices and builders who specialise in the refurbish-
ment of old properties in the Canterbury area. I t  was agreed at the
meeting that, where ancient foundations survive, tests should be
made to discover whether new supports in original position could
simply be relocated on them. Application for grant aid to research
into methods of testing the load-bearing potential of ancient founda-
tions has now been made and we eagerly await the outcome of these
applications.
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The cutting of  foundation pits at nos. 8 and 8A Mercery Lane
revealed an interesting sequence of deposits, the lowest of which
comprised the substantial metallings of a major north-east to south-
west aligned Roman street. This street, a  continuation o f  that
separating the Theatre and Temple Precinct and Forum Basilica and
Public Baths, was located in  1987 during the refurbishment o f
another part of the `Cheker' under no. 2 High Street.8 The metallings
of the street were considered to have sufficient load-bearing potential
for new work and were, therefore, not excavated.

Overlying the street were deposits of dark loam containing building
debris and abraded mortar consistent with the gradual decay and
collapse o f  adjacent Roman structures. Parts o f  a  number o f
medieval rubbish pits were revealed in the cutting, these producing
mainly twelfth- and thirteenth-century pottery. A  considerable
build up of dark loam was associated with these features. Elements of
a building pre-dating the `Cheker' were also uncovered, but insuffi-
cient detail was recorded to determine the nature or extent of this
building.

Capping the sequence o f  earlier deposits was a compact clay
horizon laid after the dwarf walls o f  the `Cheker' had been con-
structed in 1392. This deposit, sandwiched between a well-defined
mortar construction horizon and an abraded mortar capping to the
clay, was interpreted as bedding for stone paving for the `Cheker'.
A thick deposit of brick rubble and hard core underlying the existing
concrete floor completed the sequence of deposits recorded.

P. BENNETT, D. NEBIKER and A.  WARD.

7. Nos .  10-11 Mercery Lane
The lowering o f  a courtyard at  the rear o f  Boots the Chemist,
Mercery Lane, was monitored during recent refurbishment. A  late
medieval flint-and-mortar boundary wall was revealed beneath the
concrete-paved courtyard; this was associated with a  half-cellar,
which h a d  been backfilled w i t h  demolition debris yielding
seventeenth-century pottery. The flint wall and half-cellar may well
have formed part of a complex series of outbuildings sited to the rear
of properties fronting onto the important Mercery Lane/High Street
intersection.

Despite its magnificent façade, the exterior of Boots is entirely
bogus, constructed early in this century. Nevertheless, parts of the

8 Arch. Cant., cvi (1988), 132.
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upper floors and roof are clearly o f  fifteenth-century date with
elements of a double range of crown-post roofs still surviving despite
extensive alterations by many hands.

D. NEBIKER

8. Greyfriars

During September 1988 evaluation trenching in advance of a scheme
by Canterbury City Council to establish a riverside walk was under-
taken against two river frontages close to and inside the precinct of
Greyfriars, established in 1224 and surrendered to the crown in 1538.
Four small trenches, approximately 2 x 2 m. square were excavated
at the proposed bridging points of the branches of the River Stour
(marked A, B, C and D on Fig. 4).

The designs of the proposed bridge supports, mass concrete-filled
trenches 2 m. deep, governed the depth of the evaluation exercise
and the location of our trenches coincided with the proposed siting of
the bridges.

Trench A  at the north-west end of Water Lane revealed a deep
sequence of post-Second World War deposits. Beneath the present
concrete and rubble surface of Water Lane, a 1 m. thick deposit of
ash and cinder overlay thin laminated lenses of river silt mixed with
reddish gravel containing two 0.38 calibre pistol bullets. Sealed by
these recent deposits were metallings for a street leading to the ford
across the Stour. The  very compact metallings were sample-
excavated to a depth of 0.30 m. and appeared to extend down to a
much greater depth. Although no finds were recovered from the two
surfacings that were sampled, neither appeared to  be o f  great
antiquity.

A ford crossing the river at this point may have been in existence
since Anglo-Saxon times as the line of present-day Watling Street and
its continuation along Beer Cart Lane and Water Lane was a
principal thoroughfare leading eventually to the London road. The
establishment of Greyfriars terminated the importance of the street,
its north-west progression effectively forming a T-junction with Stour
Street. The ford continued in use as a principal point of access to
Greyfriars and to buildings and gardens that survived the Disso-
lution. The dumped deposits located in the evaluation trench indi-
cated that the ford finally went out of use in the early part of this
century.

Trench B was located against the existing riverside wall on the
island, opposite the ford. There, corresponding metalling to that
found at Water Lane was revealed, though at a level 0.30 m. higher.
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Fig. 4. P l a n  showing known conventual buildings of the Greyfriars, locating trial
trenches A —D (based on First Edition Ordnance Survey, 1873).
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The metalling was capped by river silt which was in turn covered by a
rubble brick, tile and mortared surfacing. Adjoining this at right
angles to the stream was a 0.40 m. wide wall of mortared chalk-
blocks, Caen stone and brick construction. The wall, only partially
within the evaluation trench appeared to have formed part o f  a
post-Dissolution building set at right angles to the Stour, flanking the
east side of  the ford as i t  entered the precinct, an area formerly
thought to have been the site of  the first Greyfriars cemetery. A
building has long been postulated in this position,9 possibly fronting
onto the east side of the lane leading from the ford, to the present site
of the extant refectory building, built over the north-western branch
of the Great Stour. The wall and courtyard were successively sealed
by demolition deposits and topsoil. The new bridge abutment will
hopefully be designed to avoid the wall foundation.

Trench C was excavated against the south side of  the northern
branch of the Great Stour, south-west of the refectory. Our brief here
was to examine the existing riverside wall to determine whether i t
could be used in part to support new bridge work. The upper 0.40 m.
of the wall were of brickwork, constructed over a more substantial
Caen stone, chalk-block, f l in t  and brick wal l  which extended
downward for a further 1.40 m. A thick sequence of topsoil, river silts
and clays were examined on either side of the wall and remnants of an
earlier wattle riverside revetment of indeterminate date, but presum-
ably medieval, were also examined.

The final evaluation trench, D, was sited obliquely across the river,
in the south-east corner of a public garden. Here a similar operation
to Trench C was mounted to examine the width, depth and potential
load-bearing capacity of the existing riverside wall. The existing brick
wall is built over an earlier wall o f  two phases. Under recent
brickwork is a flint and chalk-block wall bonded in white mortar,
overlying similar fabric bonded in a yellow mortar. Both walls had
been faced with Caen stone blockwork of one build, incorporating a
number o f  architectural fragments. A  construction horizon o f
abraded mortar located to the rear of the revetment, which coincided
with the change in fabric and mortars of the two earlier walls, capped
a thick deposit o f  green-grey river clay containing medieval and
Roman finds. Further deposits o f  upcast, undoubtedly associated
with the construction of the river wall, underlay the clay to the total
2 m. depth of the evaluation trench. Both masonry walls appeared to
be of post-Dissolution build.

R.A. BUCKMASTER

9 W. and H. Doidge map, 1752 edition.
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9. Former  All Saints Church Cemetery
The cutting of wall trenches, gate piers and a soakaway during the
enhancement of  A l l  Saints Church cemetery garden against Best
Lane,1° was monitored by members of the Trust. Here the original
cemetery boundary wall o f  chalk-block construction set in  hard
off-white mortar was located against Best Lane. The pit for the
soakaway was cut by Trust staff through loose brown barns to a
depth of 1.20 m. No burials were located.

D. NEBIKER

10. Bes t  Lane Sewer
The re-opening of a mains sewer under Best Lane, opposite the
entrance to the library car park, provided a glimpse of  a major
north-west to south-east aligned Roman street. The well-defined
thick metallings were also located during the lowering o f  the
basement at Kingsbridge Villa, Best Lane.'

M. HOULISTON

11. N o .  10 Best Lane
Following last year's excavation within the body o f  no. 10 Best
Lane,12 a full watching recording brief was maintained while renova-
tion and reconstruction work was carried out on the building.

Timbers from the seventeenth-century butt-side-purlin roof against
the street frontage were revealed and recorded, together with the
uppermost courses of the south-west chalk-block and flint wall of the
medieval building. Small-scale excavation and watching brief works
were undertaken during the formation of a new ground floor slab.
Here, dumps o f  dark brown loam mixed with alluvium were
encountered, these deliberately dumped perhaps to counteract a
rising water table before the first masonry building was erected on the
site in the middle of the twelfth century.

The medieval peg-tile hearth, discovered during our earlier exca-
vation was carefully lifted during the formation of the new slab and a
concrete-lined tank was constructed to allow it to be displayed below
the floor of the new premises. During the cutting of the new tank, a

1° Arch. Cant., civ (1987), 308-11.
11 Annual Report 1979-80, 26.
12 Arch. Cant., cvi (1988), 142-8.
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compact surface of clay and pebbles was revealed beneath dumped
deposits similar to those seen elsewhere. This metalling may have
formed part o f  a  courtyard o r  working surface for  a  building
pre-dating the first masonry structure.

M. HOULISTON

12. N o .  5 Al l  Saints Lane
At no. 5 Al l  Saints Lane, a new extension to the premises provided
glimpses of an earlier medieval building occupying that site, together
with thick demolition deposits indicating its demise; a l l  sealed
successively by garden barns and construction debris associated with
the present building.

D. NEBIKER

13. Station Road East (Fig. 5)
A sequence of excavations on what has long been waste ground just
opposite Canterbury East Station began in July in advance of a major
redevelopment, and will continue until early 1990. The site is located
immediately outside the southernmost part of the Roman town, in an
area that has previously received little attention from archaeologists.
However, since the end of the eighteenth century, numerous Roman
burials, both inhumations and cremations have been found in the
vicinity, particularly when the railway was constructed in 186113 and
during building work on the site in 1883.14 These discoveries and the
position o f  the site, adjacent to  a  main Roman street leading
southwards from Roman Worthgate (parts of which were located in
1961)15 indicate the presence of a major Roman cemetery in the area.
Previous archaeological work on or adjacent to the present site, by
Dr Frank Jenkins in the late 1940s16 and early 1950s17 and by the
Trust in 1987,18 when significant quantities of Roman pottery and
skeletal material were recovered, suggest that the burial ground
probably extended across the area of development itself. At least two
large mounds are known to have existed in the area and are recorded
on late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century maps of Canter-

13 J. Brent, Canterbury in Olden Time (London, 1879), 32.
14 V.C.H. (Kent) ii i (1932), 77-9.
15 S.S. Frere, S. Stow and P. Bennett, Excavations on the Roman and Medieval

Defences of Canterbury, The Archaeology of Canterbury II, (Maidstone, 1982), 56.
16 F. Jenkins, 'Archaeological Notebook, Canterbury, 1949-51', Arch. Cant.,

lxiv (1951), 63.
17 Ibid. 66.
18 Arch. Cant., civ (1987), 317.
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bury.19 The largest was situated immediately east of the site and was
destroyed during the construction of the railway. The other, c. 120 m.
further east is still partially visible in the grounds of the Canterbury
Motor Company; a  Roman cremation burial was located in this
mound in  1783.20 I t  seems likely, therefore, that both o f  these
features are of  Roman origin and were burial mounds or tumuli
relating to the cemetery. Further work at the easternmost extremity
of the present excavation may confirm this.

19 1798 and 1825 editions of the W. and H. Doidge map of Canterbury.
20 Soc. Antiq. MS Minutes xxxiii, 5th January, 1789.
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The previous evaluation investigations carried out here by the
Trust suggested that the archaeological levels were truncated by the
nineteenth-century developments. This was confirmed during the
original machine clearance of the ground, when the removal of up to
3 m. o f  demolition rubble and dumped deposits from railway
construction, revealed a single reduced horizon across the whole site.
However, enough archaeology survived to justify further work.

The largest and probably most important feature so far exposed
was originally thought to be a post-medieval clay or gravel quarry,
but further examination proved the presence of a massive V-shaped
ditch, over 10 m. wide with a depth in excess of 4 m. The ditch
crossed the whole site and was aligned north-north-east/south-south-
west. Although not yet completely excavated, pottery from the lower
fills suggests that this feature is almost certainly Norman in date.

This unexpected and previously unknown defensive work must be
related to the early Norman motte and bailey castle, situated within
the present Dane John Gardens. This earthwork, of which the Dane
John mound is now the only remaining visible evidence, was probably
constructed by  William the Conqueror, late i n  1066, and was
eventually superseded by the Royal Castle, with its stone keep,
erected about 260 m. to the west at the turn of the eleventh and
twelfth centuries.

A motte and bailey castle has long been suspected here, although
until 1981, when a stretch of bailey ditch was excavated to the north
of the Dane John Gardens,' there was no real proof of its existence.
Until now, this castle was thought to be wholly within the old Roman
town walls, with its motte centred on the Dane John mound and a
bailey extending to the north, the entire complex defended on the
south by the remnants of the Roman wall, rampart and ditch. The
recent exciting discovery at East Station of what must be a part of this
castle, completely alters our perception o f  the fortification, and
suggests that an extra-mural bailey, perhaps of considerable size,
complimented that within the old town walls.

At the moment, not enough detail is known of the earthwork,
either to reconstruct a definitive plan, or even to be sure of its extent.
Similarly the reasons for the unusual arrangement of the fortification,
straddling the earlier defences of the city, must remain conjectural.
Although space does not allow for a full discussion of the various
possibilities, and perhaps not enough evidence is available to make

21 S.S. Frere, P.  Bennett, J .  Rady, S.  Stow, Canterbury Excavations Infra-
and Extra-Mural Sites 1949-55 and 1980-84, The Archaeology of Canterbury VII I ,
(Maidstone, 1987), 161-80.
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this worthwhile, one possibility is that, by the time of the Conquest,
the Roman town wall and ditch were so ruinous at this point that they
were wholly inadequate for defensive purposes. I t  must be remem-
bered that the formidable city defences that are to be seen today date
to a  much later period, probably around the latter half of  the
fourteenth century,22 although it has been proved that the medieval
walls follow the Roman defensive circuit. The extension of the castle
to the south would also have the added strategic benefit of enclosing
the high ground represented by the remains of the Roman burial
mounds. In any event, the position of the ditch located at the East
Station site strongly suggests that it was contiguous with the city ditch
and did not terminate here. Taking conjecture one stage further, it
seems possible that all the outer ditches of the motte and bailey were
continuous and that the Normans breached the town wall and
rampart at two places, creating in effect a fortification of figure-of-
eight plan.

Very recently evidence to  suggest a north-eastern limit of  this
extra-mural bailey has come to  l ight at  the Canterbury, Motor
Company (below, p. 299). In 1988, a watching brief carried out at the
disused coal yard at Gordon Road23 located areas of massive soil
disturbance, at the time considered to be recent, but it seems possible
in the light of the new evidence that these disturbances may also be
related to this extra-mural bailey.

Perhaps the most convincing evidence for the size of the enclosure
comes, however, from the presence of the Dane John Manor, within
the area o f  the postulated bailey itself.24 This manor, a l l  but
destroyed by the middle of the nineteenth century, is documented
from the thirteenth century onwards, but may be earlier. I t  seems
quite likely that the boundaries o f  the manor are those o f  the
extra-mural bailey and that the manor was established within the
bailey some time after the castle went out of use.

Eventually, the ditch became partially backfilled, but was certainly
still evident as a hollow in the eighteenth century, when it was paved
and used as a track or lane. A sequence of cobbled metallings within
the ditch, relating to this trackway, have been excavated and several
horse-shoes, amongst other finds, have been retrieved from the
various surfaces. The track almost certainly connected Dane John
Manor with the medieval and later extra-mural street outside and

22 Op. cit., note 15, 21-22.
23 Arch. Cant., cvi (1988), 169.
24 D. Gardiner, The Story of Canterbury Castle and the Dane John and its Manor,

2nd edition (Canterbury, 1951), 30-6.
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parallel to the city ditch. Later tracks, heavily eroded by cart wheels,
have also been located, their alignment and position shifting to the
west; this was probably caused by traffic cutting the corner at the
junction with the extra-mural street.

Various other features, mainly pits, some possibly of Roman date,
have also been located on the site. As work proceeds over the next
few months, i t  is hoped that more information for the motte and
bailey castle will be forthcoming and that remains from one of the
city's Roman cemeteries, so far elusive on this site, will also be found.

I. ANDERSON

14. Canterbury Motor Company, Rhodaus Town

Five small test-holes, mechanically excavated on  the site o f  a
proposed redevelopment at the Canterbury Motor Company were
examined and recorded during July. This development site lies
c. 100 m. east of the Dane John mound, immediately outside the city
ditch, on or near the position of a possible Roman burial mound. A
number of mounds are known to have existed in the vicinity and
Roman inhumations and cremations have been found in the area
since the eighteenth century (see above, pp. 295-9).

Trenches 3-5 (Fig. 5), excavated within the garage complex itself
revealed little significant information, except that Trench 5 appeared
to be located within an area o f  considerable disturbance. Soft,
uniform deposits resembling backfill yielded one sherd of eleventh-
or twelfth-century pottery from a depth of 1.60 m.

Trenches 1 and 2 were located on the supposed position of the
mound. This elevated area is nearly 3 m. above the general surrouri-
ding ground surface and may indicate the residual bulk of the mound
itself. The upper deposits, which were of modern derivation, sealed a
substantial sequence of dark rubbish-laden soils of varying composi-
tion. These levels appeared to have been dumped on the site, perhaps
fairly quickly, and generally sloped down to the north. They con-
tained no modern material, either in section or  in the loose soil
removed during machine excavation, but did yield relatively con-
siderable quantities of 'fresh' pot-sherds dating from the second half
of the eleventh century, although a few fragments of slightly later
material were also recovered. A t  the time, the derivation of these
early medieval deposits was unclear, since this seemed an unlikely
position for the dumping of waste materials and soils at this period.

The subsequent discovery of a large defensive ditch of apparently
Norman date on the Station Road East excavation (see above) may,
however, throw some light on the deposits encountered within these
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seemingly insignificant trial holes. I f  the implication that some form
of extra-mural bailey associated with the known Norman fortification
in the Dane John Gardens is correct, then the levels at the Canter-
bury Motor Company may well be related.

Furthermore, although the size and limit of this extra-mural bailey
must remain conjectural, it is possible that the north-east side of the
enclosure may exist under the garage itself. This could explain the
depth and type of soil encountered in Trench 5 and also the banked
eleventh-century deposits immediately to the south, which could
conceivably represent an inner rampart. With these possibilities in
mind, a close watch will be kept on the future building works at the
Canterbury Motors site.

Although some residual Roman material and a few possible human
bones were found, no evidence for the supposed Roman burial
mound was discerned.

J. RADY

15. Nos .  4-5 Upper Bridge Street
An evaluation excavation was undertaken to assess the nature and
extent of archaeological deposits in advance of development, on land
next to 'Greenfield's', nos. 4-5 Upper Bridge Street (Fig. 6).

The machine-cut trenches exposed at least two, and possibly three,
cellars on the site. The earliest of these was probably of seventeenth-
century date, employing much re-used Caen stone in its construction.
The remaining masonry cellars and associated walls were o f
eighteenth- or nineteenth-century brick construction and appeared to
be parts of buildings shown on the first edition Ordnance Survey map
of 1873.

In only two areas were stratified soils revealed and investigated.
Here a well-defined Roman soil horizon was noted overlying natural
brickearth. Later horizons sealing this old ground surface indicated
continuity of open 'sward' into the medieval period. A  sequence of
intercutting medieval and post-medieval pits were investigated.
These provided datable material suggesting that the earliest of them
may have been associated with metalworking activity dating back to
the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.

The surviving fragments o f  Roman ground surface and the
discovery of a few medieval pits containing metalworking debris were
the most interesting by-products of the evaluation, and on the basis of
these a watching recording brief will be incorporated in the develop-
ment schedule.

M. HOULISTON
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Ordnance Survey (1873), with section of Trench A.

16. Mar t i n  Walters Garage, St. George's Place (Fig. 6)
Evaluation trenching in  advance o f  proposed redevelopment o f
buildings formerly comprising Martin Walters Garage, St. George's
Place, took place during July 1989. This extensive complex o f
buildings, built after 1955 when the present dual carriageway for the
ring road was constructed, lies in an area known to have contained
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Roman burials including at least one adjacent Romano-British burial
mound called 'Salt Hill' in medieval documents25 now underlying the
St. George's roundabout.

The site extends across from St. George's Place to the line of
Dover Street, where a  long length o f  street frontage is to  be
redeveloped. Dover Street, or Dover Lane as it was called in the
eighteenth century and aittercheap' i n  the early medieval and
probably later Anglo-Saxon times, was an important extra-mural
thoroughfare linking St. George's Gate or Newingate to the line of
the Dover road (Old Dover Road). St. George's Gate was not a
Roman sate, but  probably constructed in  the late Anglo-Saxon
period.' This part of  the development area was, therefore, con-
sidered to be highly sensitive and worthy of detailed evaluation to
determine the nature and extent of surviving archaeological levels.

The existing complex of post-war buildings includes a substantial
basement containing a boiler-house, a number of fuel storage tanks,
inspection pits, l i f t  shaft, offices against St. George's Place and
extensive internal car maintenance areas floored with wire-reinforced
concrete. Attempts to pierce the floors of office and car maintenance
areas proved to be impossible even with a mechanical excavator. As a
consequence only two areas were examined in any detail, these
against the St. George's Place and Dover Street frontages.

The first was in an area formerly used for car displays at the west
end of  the St. George's Place frontage, adjacent to the Cannon
Cinema. Here, a network of five evaluation trenches was machine cut
through successive deposits o f  tarmac, hard core and demolition
debris associated with buildings formerly occupying that part of the
site. Below these was an interesting sequence of early levels. A l l
trenches were excavated to the level of natural brickearth; two were
cut running perpendicular to St. George's Place, two parallel to it and
one running roughly parallel to the rear party wall of the premises.

Where surviving, natural Pleistocene brickearth was generally at
two distinct levels, 1.50 m. below existing ground level in the western
part of the evaluation area, and 0.90 m. below ground level in the
east. These relatively flat independent horizons suggested deliberate
terracing, possibly in Roman times, since overlying 'old topsoil' grey
clays contained only stray finds of Roman date. Associated with the
lower terrace located in Trench A  (see inset section, Fig. 6) and
sealed by deposits of topsoil, were the surfacings of a cobble and

'  W. Urry, 'Salt Hill, a lost Canterbury Tumulus', Arch. Cant., lxi (1948), 141-7.
26 Arch. Cant., cvi (1988), 153-161.
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gravel path or trackway aligned roughly north—south. This linear
feature, which may have given access to agricultural fields or perhaps
a more distant cemetery, was also associated with a few sherds of
Roman coarse ware of first- to third-century date. No other features
of Roman date were located in the cuttings.

Overlying the possible Roman soil horizon were at least two further
strata of 'turned over' soil, perhaps indicating post-Roman agricultu-
ral use of the area. Unfortunately, no diagnostic finds were recovered
from these clearly defined horizons to date their formation.

Cutting the sequence o f  early 'topsoils' into natural brickearth
were many rubbish pits, some o f  considerable size. The sample
excavation o f  six pits, yielded pottery o f  twelfth- to fourteenth-
century date.

Land-use in this part of Canterbury changed dramatically in 1790
with the construction o f  St. George's Place and, by  1798, the
establishment of large and imposing town-houses against the new
wide street frontage. The foundations of two houses were revealed in
the evaluation trenches. Both were semi-basemented, with rear
access by flights o f  steps descending from ground level. To  the
south-east of these properties and behind a boundary wall set at right
angles to the road was an undeveloped area shown as 'open ground'
on the 1st Edition Ordnance Survey map for 1874. Soils associated
with this 'garden' were located under thick concrete in the office
complex (Trench F).

The second evaluation area lay outside the main building complex
in a small yard fronting onto Dover Street (Trench G). High walls of
post-medieval buildings bounded on either side o f  the yard. The
ragged, exposed stone exterior of the wall to the south-east indicated
that a domestic structure or structures once occupied the site of thd
yard, as part of a continuous frontage against Dover Street (this part
of Dover Street frontage was destroyed during the air raid of June
1st, 1942). A single trench was cut from the road frontage to the rear
of the site set on a centre line through the yard. This evaluation
trench was designed to be non-destructive. Here we wished to expose
the floors and foundations of  earlier buildings, without damaging
fabric or stratigraphy. A fragment of dwarf wall, possibly an internal
partition or party wall between two medieval properties, was exposed
together with a  disturbed, though relatively intact, sequence o f
internal clay floors.

To the rear of the property, natural brickearth was encountered
0.60 m. below modern tarmac. Brickearth was cut through in this
'backyard' area by a number of very large rubbish pits yielding mainly
twelfth-century pottery, but a small corpus of earlier pot-sherds was
also recovered from their fills.
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Although the yard area had undoubtedly been extensively trun-
cated, perhaps as a consequence of  post-war clearance of bomb-
damaged properties, sufficient structural remains of early buildings
appeared to survive against the street frontage to justify further
excavation of the yard area prior to redevelopment. Similarly, the
presence of residual tenth- to eleventh-century pottery in twelfth-
century rubbish pits justifies a further level of archaeological enquiry.
Further detailed work may specifically throw light on the important
extra-mural market that existed here from at least late Anglo-Saxon
times.

The remaining length of  the Dover Street frontage, within the
building complex, may also prove to be of great value. The depth of
existing concrete floor has made evaluation at this time impossible,
and indeed its very thickness may preclude the survival of  early
building remains in that area. Nevertheless, on the basis of infor-
mation gleaned from Trench G,  this part o f  the ancient street
frontage deserves further archaeological attention prior to deve-
lopment.

The area against the St. George's Place frontage is more difficult to
assess on the basis of the evaluation trenching. Here only possible
Roman topsoils and a trackway were exposed, together with a later
sequence o f  agricultural soils and late eighteenth- to  twentieth-
century foundations. Further examination, particularly of the earliest
of these deposits, could perhaps be best achieved during construction
processes, this in the form of a watching recording brief.

M. HOULISTON

17. Tour te l  Road
Supervision of ground-works during the construction of the Military
Road/Sturry Road link (now Tourtel Road) was undertaken by Trust
staff throughout the greater part of this year. A substantial number of
eighteenth- and nineteenth-century features were recorded, many of
these were probably slit-trenches cut by the military when a substan-
tial area at the end of Military Road was used as a cavalry barracks.
Our principal brief, however, was to protect and record the intact
lead water-pipe system feeding fresh spring water from the Old Park
into the cathedral precincts. This system underlying Military Road,
the subject of articles in past interim reports,' was first established
by Prior Wibert in the mid twelfth century. Long lengths of 3 in.
diameter lead-pipes, exposed during the formation of the new street

27 Arch. Cant., xcvii (1981), 292-3; Arch. Cant., ciii (1986), 204.
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surface, were recorded and protected under Trust supervision.
Damaged sections of pipe were repaired or renewed as appropriate to
ensure this ancient system continues to function unaffected by this
major development.

M. HOULISTON

18. S t .  Augustine's Water Supply
The water supply to St. Augustine's Abbey was also the subject of an
intermittent watching brief this year. The discovery of the Conduit
House and source of the abbey's water supply at St. Martin's Hill was
reported last year.28 Subsequent to this, attempts have been made to
locate the open end of an original pipe-run leading from the Conduit
House and extending down-slope to Christ Church College.

When first discovered during the excavation of the Conduit House,
the pipe-run appeared to feed fresh water through a system which
eventually discharged into a fish pond situated in the middle of Christ
Church College and continued onward to power a gravity fountain in
the grounds of St. Augustine's Abbey. A direct relationship between
the Conduit House pipe-run and the supply to fish pond and fountain
was established during the course of the excavation. When pumping
took place to remove excess water from the Conduit House, the
supply to both fountain and pond ceased. When the water pressure
was allowed to  build again i n  the Conduit House, the supply
continued. The destruction of a long section of pipe-run immediately
adjacent to the Conduit House terminated the supply, which has
subsequently remained dry. The importance of this recently termi-
nated water supply should n o t  b e  underestimated, since i t
undoubtedly formed part of a historic pipe-system first established in
the twelfth century. This system must have been consistently repaired
and maintained to provide fresh spring water first for the abbey, later
for the Royal Palace, and until very recently for Christ Church
College pond and the Scheduled Ancient Monument fountain.

An intermittent watching brief has been maintained in the housing
estate to relocate the open end of the severed supply. After much
effort by numerous people, including the developers, the pipe was
relocated. New drain-runs and catchment-pits were formed to feed
spring water from the Conduit House to the open end of the supply
pipe. A l l  this was successfully done with the developers' assistance
and at his cost.

28 Arch. Cant., cvi (1988), 136-7, 137-41.
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Water can be seen to enter the open end of the severed pipe. Sadly
the opposite end is still dry! Despite the valiant efforts o f  the
Southern Water Authority, pumping water up, pumping water down,
no connection between the systems appears to exist. We have at the
time of writing suspended investigation of the system, but are still
optimistic that the supply can be re-established.

P. BENNETT

19. N o .  3 North Lane
Prior to redevelopment, a developer-funded evaluation trench was
excavated on an open plot of land between Bligh's Electrical Ltd. and
the Falstaff Tap public house (Fig. 00). In this early suburb of the
medieval city it was hoped that the excavation would uncover a full
sequence of structural deposits against the street frontage. In  the
event substantial damage had occurred here when a barrel-vaulted
brick-built cellar was constructed in the seventeenth century and
latterly by the insertion of a petrol tank, part of a garage formerly
occupying the site.

Only at the rear o f  the tenement plot was natural brickearth
reached at a depth of c. 1.50 m. below present ground level. The
presence of  silt with thin layers of  fine gravel deposited within a
feature, cutting 0.70 m. into the brickearth, is perhaps indicative of
an east—west ditch. Roman pottery was recovered from the lowest
fills of the feature.

A layer o f  dark grey soil some 0.60 m. thick occurred above
brickearth and is perhaps to be equated with the deposit of 'grey
stony clay' interpreted as dump material to prevent flooding found in
the 1984 excavation at no. 46 North Lane.'  That this layer was not
the result of successive floods is shown by the presence of flints, chalk
blocks and Roman tile. However, within a slight hollow of this layer
where it overlay the postulated ditch, a further silt deposit was found,
perhaps suggesting that periodic flooding or surface run-off was still
taking place.

A brickearth 'seal' had been laid across this grey soil presumably to
level the area as a prelude to the first phase of medieval building
construction. From one of the medieval garden soil layers above, a
corpus o f  late thirteenth- o r  fourteenth-century pot-sherds was
recovered. A major demolition deposit of brickearth, burnt daub and
broken peg-tile sealed this earlier sequence of soils. This residue from

29 Arch. Cant., ci (1984), 289-90.
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a major repair or perhaps demolition of the road frontage property
was cut by a series of rubbish pits and stone-lined cess pits associated
with the post-medieval property. These features provided a fine
collection of post-medieval pottery and glassware. One cess-pit in
particular yielded a number of complete pottery and glass vessels
suggesting a household clearance of vessels, some of which had been
collected over a century or so, since the date-range of this large
corpus, dumped at one time, extended from c. 1650 to c. 1750.

A. WARD

20. `Solaglas', Orchard Street
Three developer-funded evaluation trenches were cut on the present
site of `Solaglas', Orchard Street, to determine the nature and extent
of possible archaeological remains in advance of proposed redevelop-
ment. In all three trenches a well-preserved Roman ground surface
was revealed overlying natural head brickearth. Extensive cleaning
and investigation o f  this horizon failed to  provide evidence fo r
occupation, although areas of heavy charcoal and burnt clay flecking
did strongly suggest the presence of nearby Roman industrial activity.
Stray sherds of Roman pottery, possibly 'wasters', were recovered
from the buried subsoil. The exposed soil sequence appeared to be
relatively undisturbed save for one or two modern features, perhaps
associated with the construction of the present building.

Although no firm traces of habitation were discerned during the
evaluation, the presence o f  the Roman soil horizon containing
pottery, possibly deriving from nearby kilns, has led to the incor-
poration o f  a watching recording brief in the future scheme for
development.

M. HOULISTON

21. Summer Hill, Harbledown
Developer-funded evaluation trenching took place in July in advance
of a proposed development at `Torrens', between Mil l  Lane and
Summer Hill, Harbledown. Neolithic and Bronze Age flints, Late
Iron Age and Roman pottery and a number of Roman coins have in
the past been recovered in this area, with the bulk of  the finds
centering on N.G.R. TR 13325801. The location of the site, on high
ground, overlying gravel terrace and Thanet sand deposits, adjacent
to the Roman London road and the western approach to Canterbury
and the presence of the finds, all indicated the possibility of ancient
habitation here.
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In the event, save for the relatively recent disturbances and 'tree
holes', the evaluation proved to be entirely negative.

M. HOULISTON

22A. S t .  Gregory's Priory: Cemetery
The first phase of  the project to uncover St. Gregory's Priory in
advance of redevelopment by Townscape Homes Ltd., was partly
reported on last year.3° This first phase, to excavate entirely a 15 x
26 m. area of the priory's cemetery, recently used as a car park by the
G.P.O., is one of the most ambitious projects undertaken by the
Trust to date. The cemetery excavation is now complete and 1,251
burials were uncovered, these interred over a period of 500 years. At
the time of  writing a further eighty graves have been discovered
within the church. It is estimated that the final total, from both sites,
will be in the region of 1,350 skeletons.

The bones from St. Gregory's Priory represent one of the largest
samples ever excavated i n  this country. I n  addition, long-term
detailed analysis is being carried out on the remains. This is the first
time that such a large sample has been subjected to intensive study.
Thus, St. Gregory's cemetery is of national importance to osteolo-
gical research and, with publication of the final report, it will become
the type-site for medieval bone studies.

T. ANDERSON

22B: S t .  Gregory's Priory: The Church and Conventual Buildings
The second phase of the St. Gregory's Priory project centred on the
area previously occupied by the G.P.O. sorting office on the corner
of Northgate and Union Street. Here our aim was to uncover the
surviving remains of the priory founded by Archbishop Lanfranc in
the 1080s, as a complementary establishment to St. John's Hospital
situated on the other side of Northgate Street, and to establish the
plan of the later monastic complex which developed from the original
foundation.

The site was excavated in three stages. The first trench was opened
on 1st August, 1988, and comprised an area 45 x  18 m. Machine
removal of the upper levels revealed a series of nineteenth-century
basements and cobbled yards against a narrow lane frontage. Several

3° Arch. Cant., cvi (1988), 173-5.
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Fig. 8. In te r im  plan showing excavated remains of St. Gregory's Priory, mid twelfth
century to 1538.

curious Victorian features were exposed including a well-built cess pit
in the garden o f  the former 'Two Brothers' public house in the
south-west corner of the trench.

These nineteenth-century levels were hand-excavated to reveal a
uniform dark grey loam. A  substantial flint-built wall crossed the
area, breached by a gateway represented by two large post-holes and
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a cobbled entrance. This was probably in use in the eighteenth
century. Beneath the wall and the dark grey loam was a humic layer
which covered the entire area. Cutting this garden loam was a vast
array of small gullies and irregular-shaped hollows, possibly repre-
senting the hedging and flower beds of an ornamental garden shown
on the 1640 coloured map of Canterbury.31

Beneath the garden loam were the destruction levels of the priory.
At this point excavation of this area ceased for safety reasons while
the remains of the 1960s Post Office building were demolished.

The second phase of the project began in December 1988 following
the clearance of demolition rubble from the Post Office building. An
area 43 x  24 m. fronting onto Northgate Street was cleared by
machine, revealing more of  the Victorian street plan and further
basements. A brick-built clay tobacco pipe kiln was uncovered to the
rear of one of the premises. This was a simple structure of two phases
with a stoke chamber and a single firing box. Wasters recovered from
debris inside the kiln indicate that it was in use between 1850-60.32

Below these levels further garden features were exposed. Parts of
the west range of the priory (the Prior's Lodging), which survived the
Dissolution and remained in use until 1848, were encountered at this
horizon. The surviving plan consisted of a long hall with a tiled floor
in situ. To the west of the hall a pebble yard extended to the western
edge of the excavation. Abutting the north and south ends of the
range was a  series o f  less substantial foundations, probably the
footings for  timber-framed walls. Beneath one o f  the northern
extensions a large chalk-lined cellar was excavated. This was pro-
bably a cold store or wine cellar belonging to the sixteenth-century
house.

The standing remains of this house are well documented and are
described by Tim Tatton-Brown (pp. 314-27).

In May 1989, a third phase of excavation linked the first and second
to create an area measuring some 60 x  65 m. Once again, garden
levels were encountered immediately beneath the nineteenth-century
structures, but they were entirely different in this area, consisting of a

31 Cathedral Archives Library, Canterbury, Map 123.
32 According to the census of  1851 a pipemaker named William Brisley lived in

Northgate Street. Some of the waster pipes recovered amongst debris inside the kiln
bear the makers mark `WB'. By 1871, a butcher, Thomas Brice, has taken over the
premises and there is no mention of a pipemaker in the area. However, earlier material
was recovered from the vicinity of the kiln, dating to 1795. This, along with fragments
of dish setters found in the construction of the kiln walls, may indicate an earlier kiln in
the area, which perhaps produced pottery.
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series o f  redeposited layers dumped to form a terrace. Various
features cut this terrace, including a series of brick-lined drains or
irrigation channels. This raised ground level served to protect the
underlying priory remains, and the best surviving masonry walls were
located here.

Numerous post-holes associated with demolition levels may repre-
sent scaffolding and temporary buildings erected to facilitate the
dismantling of the priory buildings. Demolition was thorough and all
but the west range appears to have been reduced to foundation level.
Most of the church, cloister and conventual buildings of the priory
fell within the excavation (Fig. 8).

To the south of the complex was the church. Here a six-bay nave
with north and south aisles supported on large foundation bases,
terminated at a choir screen. Beyond this, the north and south aisles
were supported on a continuous footing. Abutting the inside face of
the arcade on both sides, where choir stalls would have been situated,
were curious drain-like structures with masonry side-walls and peg-
tile bases. These later additions to the choir seem to be the remains of
resonance boxes located below the rear choir stalls to accentuate and
carry the sound from the choir. Only part of the choir was within the
excavation area but, if it is assumed that it was located half way along
the length of the church, then the total length of the church may be in
excess of 70 m. (c. 300 ft.)

Three later buttresses supported the main south wall o f  the
twelfth-century church, whilst almost half the length of the north wall
was supported by another continuous and massive buttress. These
may have been added late in the fourteenth century.

The main cloister adjoined the north side of the church. When the
great north buttress was built, modifications to the cloister were also
effected and its plan became slightly irregular. I n  the immediate
post-Dissolution period the cloister garth appears to  have been
retained as open space and an eighteenth-century pit cut into this
open area yielded several Purbeck marble column bases and capitals
that originally formed part of the inner cloister arcade. Traces of
benches surrounding the outer walls of the cloister wall were also
uncovered.

A doorway in the east wall of the cloister led into the Chapter
House, which was built against the north wall of the church and the
west wall of the transept, an unusual position. The north-east corner
of the Chapter House was partly exposed during trial trenching in
1988.33 Two major construction phases were identified in the 1989

Arch. Cant., cvi (1988), 170-3.
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excavations. The original structure, which abutted the west wall of
the north transept, had a solid mortar floor which bore the scars of
benches lining all four walls. Later the Chapter House was enlarged
by demolishing the east wall and extending eastwards into the north
transept, which also seems to have been completely rebuilt. A small
dais and raised bench, probably for the prior and sub-priors, was
erected at the eastern end of the new Chapter House and the scars of
the prior's stone seat were evident against the east wall, this
interrupting the raised eastern bench at its mid-way point. White
painted wall-plaster survived in situ on the east wall and traces of the
original red painted decoration could just be discerned on the highest
surviving portion of the wall close to the south-east corner of the
Chapter House.

Foundations for three small rooms running east—west were located
immediately north of the Chapter House. Beyond these was a wide
passage giving onto the eastern cloister alley and extending eastwards
beyond the north wall of the new north transept. North of the passage
was an undercroft two bays wide and four bays long. This undercroft
supported the dormitory and was entered via a door from a yard on
its northern side. This yard area and the space extending eastward are
currently under excavation. There are indications that further
buildings perhaps associated with a second smaller cloister exist here.

The northern range of buildings included the Refectory, Kitchen
and other service buildings. Like the Chapter House, the Refectory
appeared to have undergone alterations during its period of use. A t
some time a serving plinth was added to the south wall and later still a
partition was inserted which effectively converted the large dining
hall into two smaller rooms. The Refectory floor bore traces of tiling
and was cut diagonally by a series of water pipes. The earliest of these
contained short sections of terracotta pipe, which were later removed
and replaced by a lead pipe, a portion of which was discovered in situ
cutting the southern wall o f  the Refectory. The lead water pipe
undoubtedly fed fresh spring water from the cathedral's own water
supply, which extended across the eastern extremity of the priory
boundary (now under Military Road) from its source in the Old Park.

The kitchen range was located to the north of the Refectory. The
large kitchen had a circular bread oven built into its western corner
and possibly in the fourteenth century a second, larger oven was
inserted into the north wall. A sequence of five tile-on-edge hearths
were exposed at the west end of the kitchen, each one smaller than its
predecessor. The largest and most substantial feature excavated in
the kitchen area was a central oven, built of limestone blocks which
survived to a maximum height of three courses. The oven appears to
have been demolished in the fifteenth century and its constituent
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stone blocks re-used to construct a partition wall within the kitchen,
possibly to reduce its overall size. The north-western bread oven may
also have gone out o f  use at this time, being superseded by a
chalk-block lined well inserted through it.

The original entrance to the priory seems to have been at the end
of a passage-way between the north wall of the church and west wall
of the prior's lodging. In the fourteenth century a tower was built in
this space, perhaps with the Prior's Chapel on the first floor. This was
later matched by a  south-west tower, revealed in  the cemetery
excavations and reported on last year.

By the end of July this year, an almost complete ground plan of this
major twelfth-century priory complex had been exposed. Excavation
of the priory church had revealed that i t  was built re-using the
substantial foundations of Lanfranc's church. This church and earlier
features will be described in next year's report.

M.J. HICKS

22C. T h e  History of St. Gregory's Priory
Until the Dissolution of the monasteries, much of the ground on the
north-east side of the city of Canterbury was occupied by three very
important religious houses: Christ Church, St. Augustine's and
St. Gregory's. The history of Christ Church (the seat of the arch-
bishop) and of St. Augustine's Abbey is very well-known, and it is a
remarkable fact that both these houses have continuously recorded
occupation from just after the arrival of St. Augustine in 597 until the
mid sixteenth century. Christ Church was refounded in 1541 and
survives to this day. St. Gregory's, on the other hand, is very little
known.34 It was dissolved as a religious house in 1537, and only the
late medieval Prior's House and a tower survived after this, as a large
town house, until its final demolition in 1848. The complete area
excavation of the core of the site in 1988-89, before its almost total
destruction by a proposed underground car park, is therefore a
unique opportunity to record most of the surviving material remains.

The Clergy Guild

To date all historians, who have looked at the quite large body of
later medieval source material relating to St. Gregory's have assumed
that St. Gregory's was a new priory founded by the first Norman

34 For a brief summary of its documented history, see V.C.H. (Kent) i i  (1926),
157-9.
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archbishop, Lanfranc, in the late 1080s.35 The priory was to act as a
body of canons regular to look after the men and women of St. John's
Hospital, on the other side of Northgate Street, which Lanfranc had
founded at the same time.36 However, i f  one looks at the pages of
Domesday B o o k , '  the very first entry under 'the land o f  the
Archbishop of Canterbury' reads:

In the City of Canterbury, the archbishop has 12 burgesses and 32 dwellings which
the clergy of the town hold in their guild, and they pay 35 shillings, and have a mill
worth 5 shillings.

Domesday Monachorum, which was probably written only a short
time after Domesday Book, records exactly the same information
except that this property is now recorded as being held by 'the clergy
of St. Gregory for their church' •38 Lanfranc's foundation charter for
St. Gregory's can be dated to just before September 1087, so it is very
likely that Domesday Book (1086) is the last record of an earlier guild
of priests that was taken over and refounded by Lanfranc.

Lanfranc's New Foundation
The 'Easter Table' Chronicle (a late addition to the Anglo-Saxon
Chronicle) says tha t  Archbishop Lanfranc had t he  body o f
St. Eadburg (Ethelberga) translated from Lyminge to St. Gregory's
in 1085.39 Other sources, including the foundation charter of c. 1087,
say St. Mildred's body was also translated there at the same time
(later a cause of much dispute with St. Augustine's Abbey who also
claimed to have St. Mildred's body given them by King Cnut in
1035).40 William of Malmesbury41 and Eadmer42 also refer to a new
settlement of canons 'who live by a rule' in the mid 1080s, so it is
likely that Lanfranc was already starting to change the house of guild
priests to a body of canons regular when he brought the relics from

35 The most important documentary source is the Cartulary which has been in
Cambridge University Library since 1715 (press-mark L1.ii.15). I t  was published in
1956 in Camden Society Third Series, Volume 88, edited by Audrey M. Woodcock.

36 All this is set out in the foundation charter, op. cit. supra., note 35.
37 Domesday Book, 2.1.
38 (Ed.) D.C. Douglas, The Domesday Monachorum of Christ Church, Canterbury

(1944), 82.
39 See G.N. Garmonsway (trans.) The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle (1953), Appendix A,

271.
40 See D.W. Rollason, The Mildrith Legend (1982), 21-4 and 62-4.
41 Gesta Pontificium, (Rolls Series), 72.
42 Historia Nov. in Anglia (Rolls Series), 16.
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Lyminge. The foundation charter of c. 1087 implies a regular life for
six canons (presbiteros), and their first responsibility was to the thirty
men and thirty women of St. John's Hospital on the other side of the
road. They heard confession, did baptism and burial services and
supervised a singing and grammar school. They were, therefore,
taking over the duties of the earlier guild, and it is most interesting
that among the many possessions granted to St. Gregory's in the
foundation charter are the churches of St. Mary 'over the Northgate',
Holy Cross 'over the Westgate' and St. Dunstan 'outside the same
Westgate'. These churches, which were shortly to become parish
churches, may in origin have been late Anglo-Saxon chapels attached
to the larger guild church of St. Gregory's.

The Augustinian Priory (Fig. 9)
William Somner in his Antiquities of Canterbury (1640) claimed that
St. Gregory's was the earliest house of regular canons in Britain. '
The Augustinian order of regular canons was, however, not known in
England unt i l  a  couple o f  decades after Lanfranc refounded
St. Gregory's, so it is unlikely that St. Gregory's became an Augusti-
nian priory until early in the twelfth century. At  this time many other
ancient 'colleges o f  clerks', l i k e  S t .  Botolph's (Colchester),
St. Frideswide's (Oxford), or the former Cathedral of Saints Peter
and Paul (Dorchester) were becoming houses of Augustinian canons.
In 1123, William de Corbeil, the prior of another Augustinian house,
St. Osyth's in Essex, became Archbishop of Canterbury, and it was
probably soon after this that St. Gregory's first properly became a
house of Augustinian canons.44 This is also perhaps the time when
St. Gregory's first acquired a regular claustral layout of buildings,
although an earlier date is also possible. The canons, known as 'Black
Canons' wore a black habit with a white coat, and a linen rochet
under a black cope with a scapular to cover their head and shoulders.

Some time in the early twelfth century a series of large masonry
buildings was built around the cloister on the north side of the church.
These were the Chapter House, Dorter, Frater, Kitchen and West
Range. Little detailed documentation of these buildings has survived,
though a will of 1516 gave 6s. 8d. to the repair of the Cloister.

Gervase o f  Canterbury tel ls u s  tha t  o n  2nd  July,  1145,
St. Gregory's church was burnt down.45 The archbishop of the time,

43 W. Somner, Antiquities of Canterbury (1640), 89.
44 See J.C. Dickinson, The Origins of the Austin Canons and their Introduction into

England (1950), 104-5.
45 Opera (Rolls Series) ii, 368.
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Theobald (1139-61), who had earlier been Abbot of Bec, seems to
have been a special patron of the priory, probably because he helped
rebuild i t  after the  fire.46 A t  this t ime, o r  perhaps earlier,
St. Gregory's Priory church was rebuilt with a large new double-

46 He mentions the Priory by name in his will. B.L. Add. Ms. 6159, f.10 with copies
at Christ Church.
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aisled nave. When this new nave was built, the last remains of the
earlier church were finally swept away. By the middle of the twelfth
century, St. Gregory's Priory and all its new claustral buildings had
been built, and it is at this time that we have our first and only picture
of the priory. It is shown as an apsidal-ended church with two western
towers and a crossing tower on one of the famous 'waterworks' plans
of c. 1160 (Fig. 10). '  Around the church was a high crenellated wall,
and through the outer precinct (the priory's orchard) ran the Christ
Church piped water supply. Christ Church's workmen were always
allowed access t o  the  p ipe when repairs were needed, and
St. Gregory's was to provide Christ Church with a basketful of fruit
(no doubt f rom the orchard) annually i n  the second week i n
September for consumption in the Christ Church refectory.48

Archdeacon's House
Close to the water-pipes and north-east of the main priory buildings
was the official residence of  the Archdeacon of  Canterbury. The
house, probably a complex of stone buildings, was within the priory
precinct but had a separate entrance on the east from Ruttington
Lane.' The Archdeacon o f  Canterbury, who was always an
exceptionally important church official, may have had a house here
from Lanfranc's time, but it is only by the middle years of the twelfth
century that we know he was resident here. In  1125, Archbishop
William de Corbeil (1123-36), appointed Helewise, a fellow Augus-
tinian canon, as archdeacon in succession to a man called John, who
had been made Bishop of Rochester. Helewise was succeeded in 1139
by Walter, the brother of Archbishop Theobald, and then in 1148
Walter also became Bishop of Rochester. Walter's successor was the
infamous Roger o f  Pont l'Eveque, the great enemy o f  Thomas
Becket, who became Archbishop o f  York  i n  1154 after being
Archdeacon of Canterbury for six years. The next archdeacon was, of
course, Thomas Becket himself (he was also to be Chancellor of
England at the same time), and he only resigned as archdeacon in
1163, six months after being consecrated archbishop. More important
royal and archiepiscopal clerks followed Becket as archdeacon until
Simon Langton, the brother of  the archbishop, was appointed in
1227.' He decided to move the official residence to St. Stephen's,

47 See Arch. Cant., vii (1868), opp. p. 161 for a facsimile. St. Gregory's is labelled
G.

48 See W. Urry, Canterbury under the Angevin Kings (1967), 205.
49 Ibid., 201.
5° For all these dates see J. LeNeve, Fasti Ecclesiae Anglicanae 1066-1300, ii (1971),

12-14.
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Hackington, and Archbishop Stephen Langton (1207-28) then gave
the archdeacon's house and garden to the canons, 'provided they
maintain in its original state the chapel said to have been built by
Thomas Becket'.51 This was probably a domestic chapel in origin, but
after Becket's canonization in 1173, i t  no doubt soon became a
shrine. In 1462, there is a record of it being used by a citizen's guild
(The Brotherhood of St. Thomas the Martyr standing in the garden
of St. Gregory's) •52 Remarkably, the shell of  this chapel survived
until the late eighteenth century and was depicted by William
Stukeley in 172255 and S. Hooper in 1787.

Archbishop's Treasury and Archives
St. Gregory's Priory always had a close connection with their patron,
the archbishop, and this was reflected by the keeping of the arch-
bishop's treasury and archives at St. Gregory's from at least the later
thirteenth century, and probably from a much earlier date. I t  seems
probable that the priory was the centre for all important diocesan
records (archbishop's and archdeacon's) by the end of the twelfth
century. The archbishop also housed some important visitors at
St. Gregory's, and in the late medieval period we have a record of
some sessions of the consistory court being held there (from 1468 to
1474 we know that afternoon sessions at St. Gregory's dealt with
probate business, after instance cases had been heard at the cathedral
in the mornings).54 Some of the archbishop's archives appear to have
remained at St. Gregory's even after the Dissolution, when the
ecclesiastical lawyer, Sir John Boys, lived there in the old Prior's
Lodging.

Later History
In the later Middle Ages, the priory seems to have sunk more into
obscurity. There were usually about ten canons (the maximum had
been thirteen) and almost all of the priory's possessions (churches,
estates, tithes, etc.) had been acquired by the middle of the thirteenth
century. A  fine cartulary of St. Gregory's Priory, compiled in about
1265, still survives in the University Library at Cambridge. I t  was
edited and published by Audrey Woodcock in  1956.55 I n  1329,

51 A.M. Woodcock, op. cit. supra., note 35, xiii, and Charter 19.
52 A. Hussey, Testamenta Cantiana (East Kent, 1907), 64.
53 Published in his 'tin. Cur. (1724).
54 See B.L. Woodcock, Medieval Ecclesiastical Courts in the Diocese of Canterbury

(1952), 33.
55 Op. cit., note 35.
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Fig. 10. De ta i l  from the small drawing of Prior Wybert's waterworks plan, C. 1160.
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several royal officials stayed at the priory when the young King
Edward I I I  was in  Canterbury. A  year later many defects and
disturbances are recorded in the priory, and the elderly Prior of
Christ Church, the great Henry of Eastry, was ordered to correct
matters. He ordered the removal of three of the canons to other
houses. In February 1368, Archbishop Langham visited the priory
and found that the rule of silence was not being observed and that
women had access to the priory. He ordered these matters to be
corrected, but things obviously got worse in the fifteenth century, as
in many religious establishments.56

Some very late medieval wills give us some clues about the
topography of the church in its final state. In 1478, Geoffrey Holman
of Northgate parish was buried in the church 'before the window of
St. Martin on the north side of the church', while Henry Trewonwall,
registrar of the consistory of Canterbury, was buried 'in the nave of
the church before the high cross' in 1483. In 1464, five marks were
given 'towards the building of the bell-tower there', while in 1487 10s.
were given 'to the making of the new steeple there'. Another will of
1495 of Alice Consaunt ordered her to be buried 'in the belfry of
St. Gregory's beside the sepulture of her late husband'. This must be
the tower on the south-west side of the nave and suggests that it was
built (or rebuilt) in the second half of the fifteenth century. Burials in
1472 and 1500 were to be 'in the chapel of the Blessed Virgin Mary,
within the church of this priory', while another will of 1496 refers to
'the netheryard of Our Lady Chapel in the church of St. Gregory'.
Many other burials in the churchyard are recorded at this time, and
there is no doubt that i t  acted as the cemetery for the church of
St. Mary upon the Northgate as well as for the Hospital of St. John
the Baptist.57

Last Decades
Early in the sixteenth century there is a contemporary account of an
extraordinary story of how a man called William Fisher and two
servants of Christ Church went to play dice with one of the canons, a
man called Master Brabourne (he may be the same man who became
prior in 1528). They were let in by the back gate in Ruttington Lane,
and then played there all night in a nearby room, winning quite a lot
of money from the canon.5s A visitation by Archbishop Warham in

'  Op. cit. supra (note 34), 158.
'  Op. cit. supra (note 52), 63-4.
58 B.L. Add. Ms. 32311, see F.B. Bickley, 'How a monk of Canterbury lost his

money by dicing, and o f  the means he took to recover i t ' ,  The Home Counties
Magazine, iii (1901), 59-62.
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Fig. 11. D e t a i l  from the map of Canterbury, c. 1640 (C.A.L.C. map 123), showing
St. Gregory's Priory and St. John's Hospital.

1511 also shows that the priory was in a sorry state. At this time there
was the prior, sub-prior, sacrist, precentor (who was accused of often
quarrelling with the brethren) and six other canons (including a
student at Cambridge). There were also complaints that the butler
gave the canons very bad beer, that the precentor did not know how
to sing, and that there was no bell-ringer, so that the brethren did not
know the t ime o f  divine service. The prior a t  this t ime was
Dr Thomas Welles, one of the archbishop's chaplains, who was often
absent. He appears also to have held several rectories and vicarages
and was made Bishop of Sidon in 1515. When he died in 1526, it is
recorded that he was buried i n  the priory church next to  his
predecessor, Edward Guildford.'

At about the same time an agreement was reached with the city
concerning new houses, which had 'been built next adjoining into the
said monastery, as well on and by the south part of the said church
gate, as on and by the north part of the court gate of the said church'.
These houses, which were on the Northgate frontage, were to be
within the jurisdiction of the city. They are clearly shown on the map
of Canterbury made in c. 1640 (Fig. 11).60

59 Op. cit. supra (note 34), 159.
60 Op. cit., note 31.
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The End of the Priory
In 1535, the Valor Ecclesiasticus records that the priory and its
possessions were worth £166 4s. 51/2d. per annum. At this time there
were a prior and six canons, and two years later the house had been
dissolved with the priory, John Symkins, receiving a pension o f
20 marks per annum. A few years later Symkins became a canon of
the new foundation at Rochester, but was deprived of his prebend in
1553 for being married. St. Gregory's first became Crown property,
but only a short time later it was exchanged for the site of the recently
dissolved abbey of St. Radegund (near Dover), and became in 1537
the property once again of the archbishop. He, in turn, let it on long
leases, and all the old possessions of the priory (except the manor of
Howfield) remained part of the St. Gregory's estate. Soon after this,
all the old priory buildings except the Prior's House and bell-tower
were demolished, and most of the stone would have been carted out
for use elsewhere.

St. Gregory's: A private house
The first tenant of  the Prior's House from the archbishop was a
lawyer called Richard Neville of South Leverton in Nottinghamshire,
and here was born in about 1543 his son, Thomas, who was to
become a leading academic at Cambridge and a chaplain to Queen
Elizabeth I .  I n  1593, Thomas Neville became Master of  Trinity
College, Cambridge, and four years later he was made Dean of
Canterbury. He continued to hold both positions until his death at
Cambridge on 2nd May, 1615.61 Most of his energies were devoted to
his Cambridge work (he gave the college many Canterbury books and
spent over £3,000 on rebuilding 'Neville's Court' at Trinity), but he
also rebuilt the Brenchley chantry on the south side of the cathedral
nave in Canterbury (at the cathedral's expense) as a burial place for
his family (his father, mother, uncle and brother, as well as himself).
The dean's elder brother, Alexander, continued as tenant a t
St. Gregory's after his father's death in 1552, and acted as Arch-
bishop Parker's researcher for various learned books he was writing.
It seems tha t  some o f  the archbishop's archive remained a t
St. Gregory's at this time.

Post-Dissolution Graveyard
After the Dissolution, burial within the graveyard seems to have
continued, and in 1560 a case was brought against the tenant because

61 J.M. Cooper, The Lives of the Deans of Canterbury (1900), 55-63.
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he 'withheld part of the churchyard'.62 A visitation of 1573 tells us
that there was a complaint that the churchyard was 'not decently
kept, neither can they bury in it unless they pay 2d. for an old body
and 1d. for a child'. The late sixteenth-century tenant, Sir John Boys,
finally resolved this by obtaining permission to 'appropriate and
inclose' it. In  return he provided a new churchyard further to the
east, a churchyard that is now (February 1989) having its south-west
corner disturbed by the neNV widened and rebuilt Military Road.

Sir John Boys' House
Sir John Boys, who styled himself 'of St. Gregory's' was an ecclesi-
astical lawyer who had made a fortune out of his profession. He came
to St. Gregory's in the 1580s (his family were from Fredville in
Nonington), and was the first Recorder of Canterbury, a judge of the
chancery court for the Cinque Ports, and high steward (and legal
adviser) to five successive archbishops. He was also briefly Member
of Parliament for Canterbury and was knighted in 1603. In the late
1590s, he founded a new hospital for the poor, Jesus Hospital, just up
the road from St. Gregory's. He died in 1612 and was buried at the
east end o f  the north aisle o f  the cathedral nave. His splendid
monument (with a reclining effigy on it) can still be seen there. In his
will he devised the lease to his widow and afterwards his nephew,
Thomas Boys (died 1625). A  survey made in  1616-17 (now in
Lambeth Palace Library),63 shows that a magnificent house and
garden i t  had become, no doubt with the help of Sir John Boys'
money. The survey describes the property as:

Fair-built house, Hall, Parlour, Great dining chamber, offices [i.e. kitchen, etc.].
Garden on the east side of the house with walks and mounts, walled about, and a
summer house or long gallery on the northern part of  the garden. A n  orchard
well-planted with fruit trees and two fishponds in i t ,  the orchard adjoining the
garden towards the south and is further south than the premises and the land
hereafter mentioned [this must be the old churchyard].
One old dovehouse adjoining of the woodyard towards east.
One parcel of meadow ground (where the dovehouse stands) east and north of the
premises.

A fine map of Canterbury, drawn in about 1640,64 confirms this and
shows two areas of formal gardens to the east of the main buildings.

62 E. Hasted, The History and Topographical Survey of the County of  Kent (2nd
edition, 1801) xii, 149. This also has a useful account of the sixteenth- to seventeenth-
century history of the site (pp. 141-9).

63 L.P.L. TC2, kindly transcribed for me by Mrs Margaret Sparks.
64 Op. cit. supra (note 31).
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The map also shows two main buildings, and the bell-tower to the
south, and two smaller ranges to the north and south of the front
courtyard. Larger and smaller gateways are shown in the high wall
fronting onto Northgate street.

In 1623, a branch of the Hales family took over the lease, and they
passed i t  on to the Honeywoods, and they to the Wootons. A
succession of archbishop's tenants then continued after the restora-
tion in 1660 till Philip Dormer Stanhope, Earl of Chesterfield, died
possessed of the lease in 1773. The following year the whole estate
was sold by  the archbishop to  George Gipps, the Member o f
Parliament for Canterbury. When he died in February 1800 almost
the whole of the medieval estate of St. Gregory's was, remarkably,
almost intact.

At the beginning of the nineteenth century the second edition of
Hasted records65 that:

'there are the remains of several noble and lofty apartments in it; but the whole has
been ruinated for a number of years past, and only the bare walls left, without a
window frame or pane of glass to keep out the weather. It is now made use of as a
potter's workshop, and for store-rooms for his manufactory'.

Shortly afterwards a clay-pipe kiln appears to have been made behind
the house, and the site of this has been excavated on the west side of
the cloister range. The area around appears to have been used mainly
for market gardens.

The Ville of St. Gregory
The area of the priory precinct, called 'the ville of St. Gregory', was
until the late nineteenth century not part of the County borough of
Canterbury, but a detached portion of  Kent. Earlier i t  was con-
sidered to be under the jurisdiction of the archbishop's great manor
and hundred of  Westgate. The exact boundaries to this precinct,
which must originally have been marked by  a  stone wall, are
accurately shown on the first edition of the Ordnance Survey (1:500)
sheets of 1874. Over the last eight centuries there have been many
disputes concerning the legal status of this precinct and the cemetery
within it.

St. Gregory's Barracks
During the Napoleonic Wars, at the beginning of the nineteenth
century, a major new road, still called Military Road, was driven

'  Op. cit. supra (note 62), 147-8.
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Fig. 12. T h e  Prior's Lodging: view from the north in 1848 (Illustrated London News).

across the eastern part o f  the precinct (along the line o f  the
twelfth-century water pipe) to connect up with new Infantry, Artil-
lery and Cavalry Barracks.66 A host of smaller streets were then laid
out across the rest of the St. Gregory's site and a mass of new houses
were erected on the open ground. Many of these houses were in turn
swept away after the last war, but the streets (Union Street, Union
Place, Victoria Row and Artillery Street) remain.

The Prior's Lodging at the core of the site was now hemmed in on
all sides, and in 1848 it, too, was eventually demolished. A  final
picture of the building from the north-west, made a short time before
its demolition, was published i n  The Illustrated London News
(Fig. 12). I t  shows the late medieval doorway and large hall window
of the Prior's Lodging (and the bell-tower in the background), and
can be compared with the view of the back of the building (engraved
in 1787) of about sixty years earlier. This later eighteenth-century

66 W. Gostling, A Walk in and about the City of Canterbury (1825 edition), 37.
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view, taken from the east, shows the roof line for the back wall of the
cloister west walk with above it the large, probably Elizabethan, hall
window. To the south is a gable containing a perpendicular window
which may originally have lighted the Prior's Chamber or Chapel.
Below it, in the cloister wall, is a trefoil decoration, which may have
been above a thirteenth-century parlour passage entrance.

With the destruction of the Prior's House, virtually all traces of
St. Gregory's above ground were destroyed. Much renewed robbing
of walls below ground also appears to have taken place at this time,
and by the middle of the nineteenth century the whole area had been
built over yet again. Just over a century later a new G.P.O. sorting
office was erected in 1958 on the site, and it is a very great tragedy
that no archaeological excavation was carried out in advance of this
work.67 Equally, much of the rest of the St. Gregory's precinct was
covered by new houses and blocks of flats in 1960-61, including the
probable site of the archdeacon's house, and the eastern part of the
churchyard. The present excavations show clearly the immensely
destructive concrete foundations that were put in thirty years ago.
These have cut large swathes out of the earlier stratigraphy. The
present excavations are, therefore, a final and unique opportunity to
'preserve by record' all that survives of St. Gregory's below ground
before it is removed mechanically for the new underground car park.

T. TATTON-BROWN

23. Bi f rons
During September and October 1988 and again between February to
May 1989, the Trust undertook two short seasons of purely post-
medieval archaeological work at Patrixbourne, near Bridge. A t  the
request o f  Savills o f  London who were acting as agents to the
Conyngham Estate, the Trust excavated, almost wholly by machine
clearance, the buried remains of the west wing of Bifrons House, a
mid nineteenth-century rebuild o f  successive late sixteenth- and
eighteenth-century country mansions. The place-name Bifrons has
been traditionally accepted as having the meaning 'two fronts'. The
building was finally demolished in 1948.

The earliest structural evidence exposed comprised parts o f  a
rectangular building constructed of flint and mortar walls, internally
plastered and set with brick quoins. This, and other short sections of
wall foundations of similar build or date, together with a well, all

67 When a large hole was dug in 1958 for a new gate pier, Frank Jenkins observed
the south-west corner of the north transept, see Arch. Cant., lxxii (1958), 199-20.
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possibily date from the late sixteenth or early seventeenth century
and perhaps formed part of  the original Bifrons house which was
erected either by Sir Robert Bargrave (d. 1600) or his son Sir John
Bargrave in an architectural style of predominantly Jacobean propor-
tions. I n  its most developed form this building, with a modified
E-plan and extensive south facing ornamental gardens, is depicted in
a painting by either John Wootton or more probably Jan Siberechts
executed in c. 1705-10, and in a nineteenth-century engraving based
on other early paintings (Fig. 14).68 Whether the early structures seen
in the excavations did in  fact form part o f  the original Bifrons
mansion must, however, remain open to doubt, at least until much
more o f  its plan, i f  any, has been excavated and more securely
dated.69

Whatever the case, the early structures together apparently with
much earlier re-used fabric, were incorporated into another building

68 Now preserved in  the Center for British Ar t ,  Yale University, Paul Mellor
Collection. For another view see Thomas Streatfield, Excerpta Cantiana being the
Prospectus of a History of Kent, preparing for Publication, n.d., 4.

69 For the archives of the Conyngham estate in East Kent, preserved in the Kent
County Archives Office see: KAO: U488 which includes manorial documents, title
deeds, maps, estate, account and miscellaneous papers relating to the manors o f
Patrixbourne, Cheney and Martin including the Bifrons estate.
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Fig. 14. M i d  nineteenth-century steel engraving of the south front of early Bifrons.

Fig. 15. 1 7 9 4  engraving of the north front of the early Georgian rebuild of Bifrons.
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put up anew by the Rev. Edward Taylor in 1767. Constructed in an
elegant but plain early Georgian style the building, of three floors, is
depicted in an engraving of  17947° (Fig. 15) which also shows a
central rising entrance over a  semi-basement. The excavations
exposed a  large part, i f  not all, o f  the west wing indicating a
rectangular plan for this building, which probably had a frontage of
about 36 m. Internally, other features o f  this building were also
recorded. These included the remnants o f  an intricate drainage
system, two wells and a cheese or cold storage pit.

In 1830, the Bifrons estate passed by sale to the Conyngham
family.71 Minor alterations to the house were probably undertaken
both before and after its sale. The architect, Thomas Hunt (d. 1831)
is known to  have given Bifrons its 'Tudor' style and his pupil
G.H. Smith is also known to have carried out alterations to the house
in 1835. None of these changes, however, were readily identified in
the excavations.

The major rebuilding of Bifrons occurred in 1863/6472 when the
early Georgian house was virtually demolished and the ground level
to the north raised 2 m. by extensive dumping of sand. The majority
of the structural remains exposed on the excavations date from this
period of massive rebuilding. A t  semi-basement level the Georgian
windows and wall foundation of the north elevation appear to have
been retained, but  were pierced for  the insertion o f  a pair o f
barrel-vaulted cellars which extended below the main driveway.
Another barrel-vaulted cellar was also surveyed immediately to the
west of  the main central entrance (Fig. 16). This may date from
c. 1815 being constructed of bricks in a yellow sandy fabric compa-
rable to types used in the Napoleonic period fortifications at the
Western Heights, Dover. A  wide range of brick forms, sizes and
fabrics were, in  fact, observed in the various building phases of
Bifrons house. Some were obviously early, possibly late sixteenth-
century or early seventeenth-century in date, but i t  is notoriously
difficult to date brick types individually with any degree of certainty.
At a large and important building such as Bifrons there are the added
complications o f  re-used earlier material and the use o f  large
numbers o f  bricks procured at  regular intervals from non-local
sources. The predominant types used in the 1863/64 rebuilding were
the soft red bricks probably from the Faversham brickyards, but use
was also made of London Brick Company 'yellows'.

70 The Kentish Register and monthly miscellany 11 1794, 229.
71 Kentish Gazette, 29th January, 1830.
72 KAO: U438/E23.
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With the exception of  the entirely Victorian north portico, the
foundations of  which were exposed, only the floors and wall par-
titions of the lower basement survived the demolition of 1948. These
comprised a range of rooms leading off a central east—west corridor.
The domestic functions of these rooms, which included both outside
and inside larders, scullery, kitchen, linen room, butler's pantry and
brushing room as well as a footman and hallboy's bedroom, reflect
something o f  the way o f  l ife o f  not only aristocratic Victorian
England, but also the living and working conditions of the servants
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necessary to run such large country houses as Bifrons. Much of the
complex sewerage, water and heating systems to the house was also
recorded, but  could not  be directly related to  individual room
function and use. From the demolition deposits which infilled these
rooms, however, a large number of architectural mouldings, together
with a range of other building materials, provide some indication of
the ornate and heavy Victorian internal decoration of the house. The
recovery of a small Whitby jet bead and a 'flat' lead toy soldier from
the silts o f  one drain similarly allow a  glimpse o f  the material
possessions o f  the occupants o f  the building i n  the nineteenth
century.

R. CROSS and T. ALLEN

24. Lavender Farm (Fig. 17)

On 22nd June, 1989, the Trust was informed by Mr Wes McLachlan,
that areas of topsoil at Lavender Farm (c. 1.5 km. north of Hemhill:
N.G.R. T R  068620) had been removed by  machine, exposing
archaeological remains. The site was visited to assess what archaeo-
logical work, i f  any, was necessary.

The site is situated in a shallow valley, at the base of a gentle
north-facing slope, just a few metres above sea level. This low lying,
marginal farming-land is crossed by drainage dykes and is waterlog-
ged for much of the year. The contractors' operation carried out on
behalf of Figgis Farms involved the removal of topsoil with subse-
quent dumping and reinstatement of topsoil to raise the level of land
and improve cultivation. An area in excess of 1500 square metres had
been roughly topsoil-stripped b y  bulldozer, and archaeological
deposits and features, showing as patches of dark soil and scatters of
pottery and slag, were immediately apparent, mainly concentrated in
the central southern part of the site.

Although no finance for excavation was available, the remains
were considered important enough to warrant some work and with
the permission o f  the farmer, investigation with a  small team
commenced the following day and continued for almost a week. The
exposed surface of the heavy clay subsoil was baked hard and badly
cut and compressed by machinery. In some areas the remains had
been truncated by the topsoil stripping. These factors, the lack of
finance, and the high level of the water table (c. 25 cm. below the
surface) made total excavation impracticable, and a  strategy o f
sample excavation was adopted. This involved half-sectioning most of
the more obvious features and the clearance and excavation of a 5 m.
wide strip extending north—south across the area. Apart  from a
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couple of medieval ditches (18, 25), all of the features appeared to be
nearly contemporary, around the second century A.D. in date.

The most interesting remains were o f  a  possible rectangular
building (Structure I) and an associated road or courtyard (11). Only
faint traces of the structure survived, mainly as linear patches of small
rounded pebbles (8), set in a shallow trench, which had been badly
disturbed by bulldozing. These may have represented footings, which
would probably have supported a timber structure. Four possibly
associated post-holes and an area of burning were also located, but
no floor levels survived. The south-western limit of the building could
not be determined, but the presence of a pit (12) in this area suggests
that the structure was less than c. 19 m. (62 ft.) long.

Immediately north of the building a large expanse of slag fragments
(11) was located. The level had been badly disturbed and its limits
were difficult to define, but it only appeared to exist adjacent to the
building. The layer was mainly composed of tap slag or waste run off
from a furnace during the smelting process, but had obviously been
redeposited in this position. The level probably functioned as a road,
or more likely a courtyard or working surface associated with the
structure. The use o f  slag waste in  the make-up o f  roads and
courtyards particularly near iron-working sites is not uncommon
during the Roman period.

Apart from one shallow ditch (24) all the other features examined
were pits. These were of varying shapes and sizes, but none were
more than c. 1 m. deep. The backfills were generally yellow or
greyish sticky clay, with occasional bands of charcoal, burnt clay and
redeposited brickearth. Most of the pits were waterlogged, and these
conditions had preserved quantities of  organic material, predomi-
nantly in pits (12) and (19), including fragments of a wooden bowl
from the latter. The pits generally contained relatively high quantities
of pottery, particularly pit 20 which yielded a number of fragmentary
but almost complete vessels.

Unfortunately, most o f  the pottery from the site was in  bad
condition, probably due to the presence of a fluctuating water table.
Only a small proportion of the ceramics was of a type that is closely
datable, such as samian ware and the remainder consisted of many
fabrics which have so far not been identified in Canterbury. These
factors and the absence of any other datable material, such as coins,
from the site mean that only a  broad second o r  possibly late
first-century to third-century date can be assigned to the period of
occupation at Lavender Farm.

The only other finds of note were significant quantities of Meso-
lithic and Neolithic worked flints and flint flakes. Since these were all
unstratified, coming either from disturbed topsoil or lying on the
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surface of the exposed subsoil, they perhaps do not indicate prehis-
toric occupation on this part of the site itself. However, a prehistoric
site in the vicinity is certainly indicated. The presence of a thick layer
of redeposited clay (30) in the southern section (Fig. 17, Section b—b)
that sealed the Roman levels, suggests that erosion, due either to
ploughing or natural processes, has occurred up-slope since Roman
times. I f  these early finds derive from this material (not tested by
excavation), i t  is possible that prehistoric occupation exists to the
south on higher ground.

Although the work at Lavender Farm only briefly examined a small
part of what may have been a fairly extensive settlement, enough
information has been recovered to indicate at least that a previously
unknown, partially industrial site of some importance exists here.
Although no evidence for in situ iron-working, such as furnaces was
found, the quantity of industrial residues, both in the courtyard (11),
and distributed throughout the backfill of other features certainly
indicates the possibility of iron-working in the vicinity. That smelting
specifically occurred is suggested both by the tap slag and by the
presence on site o f  significant quantities of  ironstone, which was
almost certainly used as iron ore.

The scale and extent o f  the occupation area are indicated by
various factors. The limit o f  the settlement to the north can be
postulated from the present topography and the conditions probably
existing during the Roman period. The area is very low lying, and the
survival of organic remains in the Roman features means that the
water level must have been close to the surface. What is known about
the position of the Roman coastline in east Kent and the occurrence
of geologically recent alluvium in low-lying marshy areas strongly
suggest that the sea extended further inland here, possibly to within
30 or 40 m. north-west of the present site. In  any event the local
topography and geology certainly imply estuarine conditions and the
presence of a possibly navigable water course not far north of the
excavation. This limit to the settlement is also suggested by the
located spread of archaeological deposits. I t  is likely, then, that the
core of the settlement lies to the south on the higher ground and, if
this is the case, the level of activity in this excavated marginal area
may indicate an intensely occupied and complex settlement. This
argument is enforced, not only by the located structural remains,
albeit tenuous, but also by the recovery of Roman roofing- and more
specifically box flue-tiles from the site. Box flue-tiles, normally used
in a hypocaust or room heating system might indicate that a building
of some sophistication, perhaps a villa, is present to the south.

Few other rural Roman industrial sites are known or have been
excavated in east Kent, but their location is generally dependent on a
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number of topographical factors, particularly as one might expect,
easeof transport and communication. The process of iron-smelting in
particular, depends on the local availability of  large quantities of
timber, to produce the charcoal that is necessary in the process, and
preferably a local source o f  ore. The present-day Blean Wood,
almost certainly forested in the Roman period, lies only 1 km. to the
south-east of the present site and is also known as source of suitable
ore.

The nearest comparable site to Lavender Farm was found in 1973
at Brenley Corner at the end o f  the M2, just 3.5 km. t o  the
south-east. This site (as yet unpublished), immediately south of or
straddling Roman Watling Street, is similar to the present site in
many respects, including general topographical position and date. At
Lavender Farm, transport may have been facilitated by river and sea,
although the presence of an unknown Roman road in the vicinity
cannot be ruled out.

Both Brenley Corner and Lavender Farm, were probably small
scale industrial sites, attached perhaps to a small settlement or villa
complex, a situation well known throughout the province, and their
location is entirely consistent with this hypothesis. The site at
Lavender Farm shows how even minor construction or topsoiling
operations can reveal important information, particularly in the less
well known rural areas.

Since sample excavation took place, a small area to the east has
been topsoil-stripped. Although two more ditches have been located
the absence of concentrated remains would seem to emphasise the
supposed position of the settlement's centre. Possible confirmation of
the extent o f  the site to  the south may come in  1990/91 when
roadworks related to the widening of the Thanet Way are scheduled.
This work wll be closely monitored.

J. RADY

25. Thanet Way Roadworks, Wantsum Channel (Fig. 18)

An intermittent watching brief has been maintained throughout the
greater part of  this year on the Wantsum Channel stretch of the
Thanet Way, during road widening and improvement. Two sites of
particular interest were located, together with long continuous deep
sections through laminated deposits associated with the silting-up of
the channel. The two sites were both salt mounds cut through by the
original Thanet Way and cut again by new works. In both cases the
formation o f  the mounds was analysed together with numerous
clay-lined pits and features associated with salt manufacturing pro-
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Fig. 18. Thanet  Way roadworks: Plan locating salt mounds.

cesses. Sadly, construction activity was so rapid that only small areas
of these complex working sites were available for detailed analysis
and recording a t  any one time. Thirteenth-century pottery was
recovered from stratified deposits in both mounds, in association with
some of the latest layers. Since the mounds and associated features
appear to have grown in size as a consequence of relatively long-term
intermittent use, then one or both mounds may be of considerable
antiquity. I t  is, therefore, hoped that the watching brief programme
can be supplemented by more detailed excavation in the near future,
to determine the precise nature, form and antiquity of the mounds.

G. LEGGATT and P. BENNETT

26. Upper  Bridge Street, Wye (Fig. 19)
Trial trenching o n  the site o f  a  thirteenth-century undercroft
(Scheduled Ancient Monument no. 394) against Upper Bridge
Street, Wye, took place in December 1988. This operation, under-
taken at the request of  English Heritage in advance of proposed
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redevelopment, was financed b y  the developers, M r  and Mrs.
P. Keegan.

The site of the undercroft is well known. It survives under a vacant
plot of land between the 'Wife of Bath' restaurant and the Methodist
church, at the western end of Upper Bridge Street, opposite the
intersection with the southern end of Church Street.

The proposed development, for a house set back from the street
frontage, to the rear of the surviving undercroft, did not threaten the
below-ground masonry. A  proposal to construct a driveway to the
east of the undercroft and a basement for the new building to the
south of it did, however, threaten the survival of potentially impor-
tant archaeological remains associated with the undercroft. Our
brief, therefore, was to assess the likely impact of proposed con-
struction.

In the event, no further masonry remains or stratification was
encountered. Natural brickearth was located directly below relatively
thin deposits o f  topsoil and destruction debris. Features cutting
natural brickearth were exposed in the network of trenches cut on the
site. Although some of these were of medieval date, most yielded
nineteenth-century pottery in their fills. A l l  features appeared to
have been truncated by an earlier wholesale clearance operation,
perhaps associated with the construction of  a number of recently
demolished garages, the rammed chalk foundations of which were
still visible when the excavation commenced, and proved to have
been bedded on natural brickearth.

The disposition of medieval features, included a flint wall on the
street frontage, of  similar build to the undercroft and a tile hearth
(F32) to the south. These remains may indicate that the undercroft
was incorporated into a larger dwelling of perhaps timber-framed
construction. No masonry rear wall for this property was encountered
and, if this was the case, then the rear of the putative single property
must have been located on either a shallow-trenched dwarf wall,
which no longer survives, or  built with earth-fast post-settings of
which features F7 and F8 may have formed part. This latter hypothe-
sis seems unlikely and these post-holes, together with others located
elsewhere probably related to one or more phases of lean-to buildings
constructed to the rear of the road frontage structure. A  watching
brief, to be maintained during refurbishment of the undercroft, may
provide further structural details to allow a more credible analysis of
the overlying buildings. Other than the road frontage boundary wall
and hearth, the only tenable trace o f  surface buildings was a
nineteenth-century brick floor overlying the undercroft.

No detailed work took place within the undercroft itself. This is
planned for the near future, as part o f  a scheme to repair the
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undercroft and make it accessible to visitors. The rib-vaulted chalk-
blockwork ceiling of the undercroft, though pierced by a number of
'modern' holes, is in fair condition; in better repair are the stone-
lined road frontage windows and a door, which still retain their iron
fittings. The stonework of the rib-vaulting and the decorated central
vault boss have fared less well and appear to  be in  need o f
restoration.

A watching brief maintained during basement construction for the
new building recently revealed part of an original stair or light-well
built against the south-west corner of the undercroft. During this
episode of machine work, two large stone architectural fragments
were located in a disturbance to the rear of the site. These blocks, for
an arch or window of fifteenth-century date were probably dumped
on the site in the recent past and do not form part of the undercrofted
building. They may have originally derived from the nearby church or
Wye College, both enlarged during major building campaigns in the
fifteenth century.

A. WARD

27. Sandwich Watching Brief (Fig. 20)

During April 1989, a watching recording brief was maintained during
the cutting of a cable trench by British Telecom at Sandwich. The
operation was undertaken at the request of English Heritage and with
the agreement of British Telecom, who funded the brief.

Although the proposed cable trench was relatively shallow, it was
to be cut through upper rampart deposits along the parapet walk
from Canterbury Gate to Woodnesborough Gate and immediately
outside the defensive wall from Woodnesborough Gate to New Gate.
The defences of Sandwich enjoy the protection of Scheduled Mo-
nument status and English Heritage considered i t  essential that
archaeological monitoring formed part of the works contract. As a
consequence of this Trust and British Telecom staff worked side by
side throughout the period of trench cutting.

In the event, no significant discoveries were made. The trench cut
along the parapet walk, now called 'The Butts' was 0.50 m. wide and
0.65-0.85 m. deep. Although most of the southern half of this trench
had been cut and backfilled before the watching brief commenced,
short lengths of open trench could be seen to have cut through a thick
homogeneous layer o f  discoloured brickearth forming the upper
levels of the rampart. The remainder of this western trench saw the
exposure of similar deposits of loam and dirty brickearth, which in
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certain sections was laminated with bands of grey green, dark brown
and light brown clay tipping away from the wall face, from west to
east. A  small number of worn and abraded later medieval sherds
were retrieved from the upcast of the western trench.

Great care was taken during the cutting of the trenches at the
Woodnesborough Gate, where the cable was to be routed from under
the parapet walk to a position just outside the defences, under 'Rope
Walk'. No trace of gate fabric was revealed, and deposits cut through
under Rope Walk appeared to consist of eroded collapsed rampart
soils and darker humic clays of ditch backfill.

K. McKENNA
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28. E a s t  Hill, Dartford (Fig. 21)
In September 1988, the Trust undertook an excavation on waste
ground on the west side of East Hill House, Dartford, in advance of
a modern housing and road development. The site had been spora-
dically investigated by the Dartford and District Archaeological
Group, but faced with the greater threat, they and English Heritage
invited Canterbury Archaeological Trust to  carry out  a  rescue
excavation. The eight-week excavation was funded by English Heri-
tage and Dartford Borough Council.

The Roman cemetery at East Hill had been known since at least
the second half  o f  the eighteenth century. The discovery o f  a
'sarcophagus' in 1792 by Thomas Brandon the then land owner, was
made during the burial of a horse.73 Horse burials of this type were
discovered both by Dartford Archaeological Group and the Trust so
disturbance of Roman burials cannot have been uncommon.

The first major discovery was a stone coffin found at East Hill in
1822.74 Following this, sporadic trenching by 'enthusiasts' took place
intermittently until the first 'modern' excavation in 1965, under the
direction of J.V. Ritson.

Ritson excavated approximately thirty-five graves, located in a grid
of box trenches. Surviving skeletal evidence was recovered and a
number of  complete or  practically complete pottery vessels were
found. These were mentioned in his notes as initially dating to the
'Late first—second hal f  o f  the fourth century', though this was
corrected by a later hand to read 'Late third—Late fourth century'.
A few pieces of glass and two bronze bracelets are also mentioned.

In 1973, a pipe trench cut to the east of the main building exposed a
Roman stone coffin, evidently that of a child, although no skeletal
material remained. The discovery of a corroded gin trap found in the
base of the coffin indicated that it had been found and moved to its
present position by an earlier excavator.

The Dartford Archaeological Group carried out training exca-
vations at East Hi l l  in 1974 and subsequent intermittent investiga-
tions until the present day. Pottery recovered by them has been dated
between the late second and fourth centuries.

The Trust excavation saw the stripping of the major part of the
waste ground area, from Sterndale Road on the south, to the artificial
scarp on the north, this probably the result o f  previous gravel
quarrying. The site was cleared to within 5 m. of the natural scarp on

73 S.J. Keyes, Historical Notes of Dartford, 2nd volume, 378.
74 Ibid., 217.
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the west and up to the boundary hedge of the main buildings on the
east. A  total of  83 graves was excavated and a further 103 were
visible. Pottery was extremely scarce and only a few graves yielded
significant finds:

1. T h e  child's grave 85 (marked G85 on plan) contained fragments
of a third-century colour-coated cup;

2. Graves 111 and 120 (marked L on plan) contained an adult and
child's lead coffins, respectively;

3. Grave  1 (marked G1 on plan) contained pottery, bronze items
and fragments of a glass vessel.

Despite the absence of finds, certain features can be observed in the
cemetery as a whole. The most striking is the difference between the
north and south areas. Graves on the south were clustered more
densely, had a more orderly layout and with the exception of G85,
contained no grave goods and little skeletal material. The graves to
the north are less densely clustered, less organised in their layout;
Ritson's finds come from this area as do the lead coffins. Skeletal
material is also better preserved in the northern graves. This seems to
argue for  some difference in  the funerary rite, status, o r  date,
between the two areas. I t  may be that the cemetery began on the
north with a north—south alignment, the use of grave goods, and no
or few coffins. Body fluids quickly washed into the gravel and there
decomposition was swi f t  a n d  bone structure preserved. A s
Christianity took hold, bodies were laid east—west in coffins without
goods. The body fluids trapped in the coffin destroyed the bone
structure as well as tissue, leaving no trace. No variation in soil
acidity has been detected over the site area. A n  alternative hypo-
thesis is that the two zones might represent a demographic difference
between the wealthy in the north and the poor in the south. I t  must
also be stressed that the greatest amount of excavation and looting
has been in the northern area; nor do we know what was lost when
the gravel extraction took place. Nonetheless, there does seem to be
a difference between these two areas and this deserves further study.

The organisation of the graves is also notable. Despite the density
of the burials, especially at the south end, very few conflict with one
another and the few that actually cut each other are, as might be
expected, east—west graves cutting north—south ones. There must,
therefore, be a suggestion of markers and, as no stone inscriptions
have been recorded from the site, it seems reasonable to suggest that
the markers were wooden.

The clustering o f  graves to the south is also interesting. One
curious feature noted by observers at the site was that the graves on
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the east and nearest to the boundary hedge appeared to be laid out on
an arc with a focus within the grounds of the present main building. If
this is so, i t  would be reasonable to expect that the graves were
focussing on a physical feature such as a mortuary temple or a church.

The suggestion of  a church is not as fanciful as i t  seems. The
Roman cemetery is located on the main Roman road to Rochester,
just outside the town. I f  the inhumation density were the same over
the plateau, the cemetery would number upwards o f  a thousand
graves and should therefore be  considered one o f  the major
cemeteries, if not the main cemetery, for the late Roman town. The
case for early church foundations on sites o f  this kind (hil l-top
cemetery, roadside, just outside the settlement) is well known and
attested elsewhere.

Use of the hill-top dates from prehistoric times and is attested by
the numerous quantities of Iron Age pot-sherds and flint 'pot-boilers'
scattered over the whole cemetery area. I t  would be natural for the
early church to select a site where the people were accustomed to
bury their dead and which had a tradition of  usage by the local
community from earlier times. This has important implications for
the future of  the site. I t  is known that the main grounds of the
building at East Hill are to be redeveloped in the near future. No
opportunity should be lost to explore further a site, which may
contain vital evidence for  a  later Roman mortuary 'temple' o r
perhaps Christian church.

M. LEYLAND

29. Channel Tunnel Excavations

Introduction

Most of the archaeological excavations carried out by the Trust on
behalf of Eurotunnel were completed by mid October 1988. This
work concentrated on the Folkestone terminal and since April had
run in tandem with large-scale earthmoving and topsoil stripping
operations, carried out by the contractor, Transmanche Link, prior
to the construction o f  new roads, railways, tunnels, bridges and
terminal buildings.

Since October, construction activity has continued non-stop on a
massive scale, with the excavation and movement of  hundreds of
thousands of tons of topsoil and subsoil. At the present time, virtually
the whole area has been buried by up to 6 m. (20 ft.) of imported
'Goodwin' sand, o r  has been totally disturbed by groundworks.
Although an intermittent watching brief was undertaken on these
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works, most of  the useful archaeological observations were made
prior to October, shortly after most of the site had been stripped of
topsoil. However, a  watch on the cutting o f  drainage and pipe
trenches and other operations carried out on the verges of the area
has located previously unknown traces of occupation, described in
more detail below.

At Dover, work on the construction camp at the other affected
area at Farthingloe Farm was virtually finished by the end of August
1988, and although future work, particularly on standing eighteenth-
and nineteenth-century farm buildings, may take place, i t  appears
that little archaeology has so far been disturbed.

Observation of known archaeologically sensitive areas at Folke-
stone still continues and work on various Eurotunnel related deve-
lopment schemes at Ashford is both in progress and anticipated.
However, now that most of the major fieldwork at Folkestone has
been completed some idea of the scale of the archaeological input can
be appreciated. The total area studied in some detail by excavation
was about 24,000 square metres (c. 6 acres), nearly 50 per cent of this
during the evaluation stage. This entailed the removal o f  about
15,000 tons o f  soil, mostly by machine. Although archaeological
works were fairly extensive considering the time available, their scale
is put into perspective by a consideration of the size of the Channel
Tunnel Project as a whole. At  Folkestone alone, the area affected by
construction is estimated at around 2 million square metres (c. 500
acres) o r  nearly four times the area o f  intra-mural Canterbury
(Fig. 22). Although most of  this development zone was observed
during the watching brief, only about 1.2 per cent was examined by
detailed excavation.

1. N e w  Excavations
By July 1988, the excavations on prehistoric and Anglo-Saxon sites
north-east of Biggins Wood, were complete. The basic findings of this
work have already been detailed in last years's report. '  Since then
traces of other sites of  roughly the same date have been located
during watching brief operations. These sites were discovered in a
`coombe' immediately south of Cheriton Hill, to the north of the
terminal area. Here, adjacent to a large topsoil storage mound,
features were seen in the edge of a ditch, cut by Transmanche Link
for drainage. Subsequent sample excavation has shown these to be of
mainly Early Bronze Age and late eighth- or early ninth-century

75 P. Bennett, 'Archaeology and the Channel Tunnel', Arch. Cant., cvi (1988), 1-24.
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Anglo-Saxon date. Although no structures were identified prehistoric
post-holes and pits, some specifically of the 'Beaker' period were
located.

The Anglo-Saxon remains represent the seventh rural occupation
site of this period that has been found in the terminal area so far and
again the evidence suggests a fairly low standard of living, possibly
subsistence farming. A  cluster of at least three rubbish or cess pits
containing Anglo-Saxon material was found. These contained
virtually sterile fills with only a few sherds of pottery and animal bone
fragments. The most prominent remains were sea shells, mainly
mussels, limpets and oysters. No direct evidence for Anglo-Saxon
structures was obtained, but one of the pits was completely filled with
fragments of daub with wattle impressions. This must indicate the
presence of at least one building in the vicinity. The site is perhaps
similar to that excavated in 1988, north-east of Biggins Wood.

About 150 m. to the west of these discoveries evidence for Early
Iron Age occupation was located. This consisted of a large recut ditch
aligned approximately north—south and of a size that might indicate a
defensive function. The feature yielded relatively profuse quantities
of pottery dating to c. 500-300 B.C. and the backfill suggested that
the ditch may have contained running water at some time. This
discovery is particularly interesting since few Iron Age remains have
been found in this locality.

With this new information and the considerable quantity o f
material recovered over the last two years, it is possible to predict
with a fair degree of certainty the position of major or extensive areas
of prehistoric occupation in the remaining strip of land between the
Folkestone terminal and the base of the North Downs escarpment
from Sugar Loaf Hill to Peene, a distance of some 4 km. (2.5 miles).
This alone is an important result given the possibility o f  future
development in the area.

J. RADY

2. Excavations near Peene
Between July and October 1988, a limited sample excavation of an
early Roman site just south of  Peene was undertaken prior to its
burial under a large embankment at the far western end o f  the
terminal (Fig. 23). This site, found during watching brief work,
consisted o f  a complex sequence o f  intercutting ditches and pits
mostly o f  a mid first- to  mid second-century date. Although no
structures were located the remains definitely represent a settlement.
Some o f  the pits were almost certainly fo r  grain storage and
considerable quantities of pottery were recovered.
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Fig. 23. Channel Tunnel: Location of excavations south of Peene.

The settlement appears to  have been adjacent to or  to have
surrounded an ancient stream bed and pond, parts of which were
excavated. Two distinct phases of this natural feature were evident,
the earlier filled with tufaceous material which yielded Early Bronze
Age pottery. The later phase of the pond was almost certainly open
during the Roman occupation of  the site and may have not been
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finally backfilled unti l  the medieval period. This feature, almost
certainly represents the original course of the stream (a tributary of
the Seabrook stream) which rises above Peene, and now flows
alongside the Newington to Peene road. This water-course may have
been diverted when the earliest farm buildings and their associated
field systems formed a focus of settlement at Peene, possibly in the
late thirteenth or early fourteenth century.

However, the evidence from the stream and the pond indicates that
occupation in the Peene area must date back much further. Although
many of the recovered prehistoric pot-sherds may be derived from
further upstream, north o f  Peene itself, the presence o f  a ditch
associated with the earliest phase suggests some form of activity in
the immediate vicinity. A  few excavated features may also be
prehistoric, but a  lack o f  artefacts in  their backfills makes this
interpretation difficult to prove.

Although only a small area of the Roman settlement was exa-
mined, it seems probable that it was either limited in extent, or more
likely that little has survived the processes of erosion and ploughing.
Numerous observations made in archaeological prospection trenches
and watching briefs on the cutting of  pylon foundation trenches,
drains and during topsoil stripping i n  this area, revealed litt le
evidence for surviving Roman occupation. It seems likely, therefore,
that significant archaeological levels only exist in a relatively small
area, perhaps in the natural hollow around the pond. The survival of
traces o f  possibly once extensive archaeological sites in  natural
depressions has been observed at a number of other locations in the
terminal area. Although the area available for excavation at Peene
was limited, and the nature and extent of the Roman settlement not
defined, little future disturbance is likely here and much o f  what
remains will survive the construction of the terminal.

J. RADY

3. Excavation at Dolland's Moor

In September after a break of four months, work was resumed at the
major multi-period site east of Dolland's Moor, described in detail
last year. The area was topsoil stripped by Transmanche Link in
August and inspection o f  the site revealed substantial traces o f
archaeology surviving in areas not previously investigated. With the
agreement of  the contractors, rescue work on these remains was
carried out before their total destruction by heavy machinery at the
end of October. Apart from considerably adding to the large and
important corpus of pottery recovered from the settlement, signifi-
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Fig. 24. Channel Tunnel: Dolland's Moor burials with general site plan (inset).

cant additions to the plan and arrangement of the successive occupa-
tion phases were recovered.

Perhaps the most interesting find of this second stage of operations
consisted of three unusual burials (Fig. 24). These were situated at
the northern limit of the excavation in a small area enclosed on three
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sides by early Roman boundary ditches. The burials appeared to be
located in what may have been a 'hollow way' perhaps of slightly later
date than the ditches. Two of these inhumations (Skeletons I and II)
were young to middle age females buried in a crouched position, the
other (Skeleton III) was a child aged six or seven years.

Although there was no conclusive evidence for the date of these
interments and no grave goods were present, their relationship to the
Roman features suggests that they date from the latter half of the
Roman period or slightly after. I f  so, they are not typical burials of
the period. Two of the skeletons were aligned approximately north—
south, the other in the opposite direction; these alignments appear to
have been partly determined by the local topography. A l l  of  the
graves were very shallow, less than 0.50 m. deep and fairly small,
only just big enough for the bodies. The northernmost skeleton had
been buried face down and the aspect of the remains suggested that a
certain amount of violence had been used in forcing the body into the
small grave.

Although the postulated, hurried and unceremonious disposal of
these three isolated corpses might point to 'foul play', no pathological
signs of violent death were evident from the bones themselves.

J. RADY

4. Excavations at Castle Hill
Although Castle Hill, the site of a Norman motte and bailey castle
(a Scheduled Ancient Monument) is outside the area of construction
at Folkestone, its prominent position makes it ideal for the location
of main survey stations relating to the works.

Consequently, between t h e  9 t h -14th March,  1989, a f t e r
Transmanche Link had obtained Scheduled Monument consent, a
trench, 1.50 m. square, was hand-excavated i n  advance o f  the
placement of concrete footings for a new surveying point. The trench
was situated on the south-west side of  the motte and bailey castle
immediately outside a ditch at the base of the motte. This excavation
was about 3 m. west of a similar trench dug by the Trust in 1986.76

The upper layers (Fig. 25, 2-4) were very similar to those recorded
in 1986 and were undoubtedly the remains o f  a slighted bank or
rampart thrown up by the digging of the Norman ditch. A thin layer
of old topsoil or turf (5), was sealed by these levels. A  number of
pot-sherds, a few worked flints and sea shells were recovered from
the base of this soil and from the immediately underlying layer 7. The

76 Arch. Cant., civ (1987), 318-9.
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trench was excavated for a further 1.20 m. through a very mixed
deposit (8) of loose chalk lumps, some very large in size. Pot-sherds,
sea shells and charcoal fragments were found sparsely distributed
throughout this level. The nature of this fill would seem to indicate the
presence of a large feature, possibly a ditch. The lowest layer exposed
in 1986, then interpreted as weathered chalk, may be equivalent to
these lower levels; if so, the steep slope of natural chalk encountered
in the 1986 trench may have been the northern edge of the feature.

The pottery recovered was all Late Neolithic Peterborough ware,
dating to around 2,500-1,800 B.C., making this some of the earliest
ceramic material yet located on the Channel Tunnel sites (see p. 354,
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below), and seems to correspond with the 'coarse British pottery'
found by General Pitt Rivers in his 1878 excavations on the site.

Pitt Rivers speculated about the possible earlier use of Castle Hill.
The well-stratified material found in 1989 would seem to confirm this,
and that some form of occupied site existed here during the Late
Neolithic period. Whether this was a defended enclosure, as the
presence of a ditch might imply, must remain as speculation on the
available evidence.

J. RADY and S. OUDITT

5. T h e  Pottery from the 1987-89 Channel Tunnel Excavations
The various area excavations and evaluation trenches cut in advance
of Eurotunnel engineering works produced considerable quantities of
pottery, an estimated 30,000 sherds. Al l  archaeological periods (with
the exception of the Middle Bronze Age) are represented, from the
earlier Neolithic through to the twentieth century.

This pottery is important for a number of reasons. The ceramic
sequence recovered is unusually long and relatively complete. I t
comes from an area that is geologically and topographically distinct
from the rest of north and north-east Kent and inevitably exhibits
localized variations in fabric types and, to a lesser extent, a regional
difference in pottery forms. Further, the ceramics of the Folkestone
area have always deserved, but never fully received, comprehensive
study. The current material, therefore, provides a unique oppor-
tunity to do this and to lay firm foundations for future study. Part of
this process is the establishment of a multi-period Fabric Reference
Collection for the Folkestone area. The compilation of this, together
with the normal post-excavation procedures of fabric identification
and quantification (per site), has been under way since March 1989.
Over 200 fabrics have been isolated and integrated into the collec-
tion, at least 50 per cent of which represent fabric variations so far
unique to the Folkestone area. When complete the reference collec-
tion will be available for study and is designed to incorporate new
material from future work in the area.

The processing of all this material is still in its early stages, and final
conclusions must await the assessments of individual period specia-
lists. However, some aspects are already apparent and a few of the
more significant ones are briefly outlined below.

i. L a t e  Neolithic and Beaker pottery
These sherds, and the sites they come from, are unquestionably the
most important finds from the English side of the Eurotunnel project.
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Pottery of  either period is rare from Kent. I ts  association with
occupation sites is rarer still and ultimately of national significance.

A very small watching brief site on Castle Hill produced over forty
sherds of Late Neolithic Peterborough Ware (c. 2,500-1,800 B.C.),
apparently from the infill of an enclosure ditch. About twenty vessels
were represented, a number of them highly decorated in the Mort-
lake style of the Peterborough tradition.

The significance of the Beaker-period occupation site at Holywell
Coombe was highlighted last year. I t  was also apparent that other
sites of the same period had been located. Since then all the Beaker
pottery from these sites, together with other assemblages of poten-
tially early prehistoric date, have been examined by Alex Gibson. It
is now clear that the three-mile stretch affected by the Channel
Tunnel terminal has produced four definite Beaker occupation sites
(broadly dated c. 2,000-1,800 B.C.). I n  addition, there were a
further eight sites producing clear evidence of probably Late Neoli-
thic or Beaker-period activity. In these instances the sherd evidence
is less specific (i.e. an absence of typical decoration), but aspects of
fabric appearance rule out a  later attribution. The discovery o f
thirteen sites (including Castle Hill) of  this overall date range, all
within a  few miles o f  each other, is an exceptional occurrence.
Further, one o f  these sites (Holywell Coombe) has provided a
radiocarbon date. Alex Gibson's overview (now in preparation) will
assess its implications and place the ceramics from these sites into
their proper regional and national perspective.

ii. E a r l y  Iron Age and Later Pottery

An area excavation at Dolland's Moor revealed an important multi-
period site. Residual, in situ, and intrusive evidence indicates activity
of varying intensity from the Late Bronze Age to the nineteenth
century. A n  initial assessment of  the datable features and period
sherd totals shows that the first main phase of occupation was during
the Early to Middle Iron Age (c. 600-400/300 B.C.). This was
followed by a decrease (or absence) in the Middle-Late Iron Age, a
slight but definite presence during the Late Iron Age/'Belgic' transi-
tion and a major surge in occupation between c. A.D. 25-75 (the
'Belgic' to Early Roman period, and embracing the Conquest). From
the late first-century A.D. occupation is apparently continuous but at
a markedly lower level, culminating in only a trickle of Late Roman
local grogged and Oxfordshire wares. A  definite gap in the ceramic
sequence follows, with only a brief return during the seventh to early
eighth century, represented by a small group of Middle Saxon sherds
from two sunken-floored buildings. A l l  of this pottery is important,
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including a number of sherds from imported pre-Conquest Roman
amphorae and a wide range of `Belgic'/Early Roman fine sandy ware
forms.

The Iron Age material is of particular interest, with some of the
vessel forms and many of the decoration types closely paralleled on
the European mainland, especially in north-east France. A  very
common fine ware type at Dolland's Moor are shallow angular or
round-shouldered bowls (undecorated), often with tall flaring necks,
simple rims and sometimes provided with dimpled (omphalos) bases.
Although these vessels do occur in southern England, they are more
common in the Marne and Aisne valley areas of north-east France.
Other less immediately linked forms include fine ware beakers, often
with low, small-diameter pedestal bases, and storage and cooking
coarse wares with high rounded or angular shoulders. The decoration
types are varied, occurring on both coarse and fine wares. On coarse
wares: finger-tip impressions on rim tops, horizontally on shoulders,
or below shoulders in  all-over panels; comb-point in open-lattice
style; broad bands of below-shoulder horizontal combing or executed
in vertical and horizontal strokes to border plain panels; rough scored
cross-hatching. On fine wares: comb-point within triangular panels;
incised horizontal lines as borders to panels of incised diagonal or
chevron decoration; simple rounded stamps in  continuous broad
panels o r  as infi l l  between combed horizontal and wavy lines;
haematite-coating and one instance of a painted linear design.

The fine ware shouldered bowls mentioned above can be dated to
between c. 600-400 B.C. Some of the decorated sherds, for example
those with circular stamps of triangular panels might be rather later,
perhaps between c. 400-300 B.C. The implications of these apparent
differences in date have still to be assessed, but it is certain that a
settlement with strong Continental links was established here during
the sixth or earlier fifth century B.C.

Another feature that amplifies both the likely dating and the links
with the Continent is the strong presence of rustication, the delibe-
rate below-shoulder application of  additional clay on coarse ware
jars. This trait occurs widely in the Low Countries and northern
France and appears to have arrived in this country about 600 B.C.
What is interesting is that its English distribution is apparently
confined to the eastern half of Kent; with one exception it does not
occur west of the river Medway.77 This clearly represents a distinct
cultural zone.

77 P. Couldrey, The Pottery' in N.C. Macpherson-Grant, Excavations at Highstead,
near Chislet, Kent: 1975-1977, Part II, Fig. 48 (forthcoming).
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The Dolland's Moor settlement, and many of the large and small
sites located on the Cheriton terminal area, are of more than regional
importance and must be viewed with Continental perspective.

N. MACPHERSON-GRANT

BUILDING SURVEYS

A. N o .  27 Wincheap (Fig. 26)
Conversion of properties over nos. 25-29 Wincheap into flats ena-
bled a partial survey to be undertaken, including measured drawings
and a photographic record. Access was only available to the first floor
and associated roof  space, although some ground floor fabric,
previously recorded at no. 29, has been added to this survey.

An open hall-house survives, in part, along the street frontage, its
south-western l imi t  shortened b y  a  later medieval cross-wing.
Additional medieval fabric further extends this wing, with early
twentieth-century industrial development, including a  mill, now
occupying the rear of the property block.

One bay of the hall, 8 ft. 6 in. long, is all that survives of the earlier
building, isolated on both sides by later development. A  well-
preserved crown-post cut to an octagonal section, with moulded base
and capital treatment, forms the centre-piece o f  an open truss,
supported over the hall by a cambered tie-beam and heavy arch-
braces. A  sequence of cyma recta, cavetto, beaked-roll and plain
astragal mouldings form the profile of the capital, whilst a plain-roll
and crude bell-shaped moulding suffices for the base. Braces spring
from the shaft (square-sectioned above the abacus) to the centre
purlin and collar. This work is probably of early fifteenth-century
date.

Shortening of the hall house, following the construction of a new
cross-wing, is indicated by the collar-plate which continues beyond
the present south-west l imit o f  the hall. A n  inserted partition,
separating the two structures, still survives in the roof space. Extant
lathe-and-daub, on this partition, retains several layers of  sooted
plaster, suggesting the continued use of an open hall and hearth after
the construction of the new cross-wing. Flooring over and insertion of
a ceiling into the hall roof space has occurred at a later date.

Retail development o f  the ground floor obliterates virtually all
original fabric, including the façade and first floor elevations. The
evidence at eaves level necessary to suggest a recessed hall has been
removed by the construction of a brick parapet and valley gutter
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along the street frontage; however, a partial Wealden' type lay-out,
with jettied service wing to the north-east, is possible. I t  is unlikely
that an earlier wing existed to the south-west of the hall.

A mid fifteenth-century two-storeyed cross-wing adjoins the south-
west end of the hall, replacing any earlier fabric. Integration of the
two structures has been achieved so successfully that an early rebuild,
following increased demands on the property by its occupiers, is
likely. An  upper chamber, open to the ridge with centrally located
cross-quadrate crown-post, occupies the first two bays. The narrow
roof structure, constructed independently of the hall, initially ran to a
jettied gable over the street. Owing to the narrow width of the roof,
braces run from the crown-post to collar-plate and crown-post to
rafter. Failure and severe racking of the roof has occurred since the
removal of a substantial section of collar-plate.

An absence o f  bracing on  the north-east corner-post o f  the
cross-wing possibly indicates a closely-studded façade, presumably
jettied onto the street at  first f loor level. Framing for the side
elevations comprises up braces from principal post to eaves-plate
with intermediate studs. Little remains of the third bay. However,
a break in the studding along the remaining north-east section of
eaves-plate, and evidence for a ground floor door immediately below
suggest an external stair-well, located against the rear wall of the hall.

A late/post-medieval two-storeyed extension, with simple collar
and rafter roof, truncates the third bay of the cross-wing. Plain-
jowled posts, tension-braced to the wall-plates, support a conven-
tional tie-beam lap dovetail assembly. A break in the studding of the
dividing wall at first-floor level gives access from the cross-wing.
First-floor fenestration, comprising square-sectioned mullions set on
the diagonal, flanks the central post of the two surviving bays, later
enlargement and glazing of this fenestration have occurred in the
seventeenth and nineteenth centuries. Further bays of the extension
have since been destroyed by the construction of a mill and ware-
house to the rear of the property.

A stone set into the fabric of the mill dates this structure to 1901.
Hursting framework still supports two horizontal sets of millstones
(bedstone and runner) at first-floor level, fed originally by storage
bins on the second floor and in the attic space. Machinery for a sack
hoist and remnants of the feed chutes still survive. The stones were
probably steam-driven via drive gear on the ground floor, although
an electric motor has superseded the original power source.

R.W. AUSTIN
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B. Roper  Gate (Fig. 27)
A complete survey of the Roper Gate was commissioned by Canter-
bury City Council, prior to a scheme of refurbishment and repair.78

The Roper Gate is an excellent example o f  decorative Tudor
brickwork, once the entrance to a  great sixteenth-century house
belonging to the Roper family. Al l  that exists now is an isolated gate
façade situated along the north side o f  St. Dunstan's Street. No
known evidence for the location of 'Place House', to which the gate
gave access has survived.

The accompanying survey drawing shows an elegant four-centred
arch with prominent brick hood-mould supporting a crow-stepped
gable with triple light window and blind roundel. Tumbling of the
south-east buttress and diamond diaper work add to the decorative
features of this impressive gateway.

Small and predominantly red bricks are used in the construction of
the gate, laid in alternate courses of headers and stretchers. This
method, known as English bond, was adopted during the early Tudor
period (1485—c. 1550). Over-fired bricks with a  dark or  vitrified
surface are distributed randomly throughout the structure, although
some are used to form diamond diapers, a characteristic decorative
device in early Tudor work. Vitrified headers are used to this effect
on the south-east buttress and above the hood-mould in conjunction
with red bricks to create two raised diapers.

Moulded 'specials' used in the arch, hood-mould, window jambs
and mullions were probably set and fired specifically for this gate,
with further carving and touching-up executed in situ. Creasing and
pitting of the moulded bricks indicate that the clay was set to the
required shape before firing; however, additional chisel marks indi-
cate some later re-working to compensate for uneven firing.

The hood-mould, comprising chamfered upper aris, ovolo and
cyma recta mouldings, extends across the width of the gate, then
descends vertically to spring level before doubling contiguously to
gable height. A t  this point the verticals are returned outwards. The
lowest section of  the hood-mould (cyma recta) combines with the
jambs of the archway and continues down as a series of three cyma
curves. Unfortunately, the lower sections of the jambs have been
rebuilt in  modern brick, destroying any original moulding stops.
Lightly-tapered voussoirs, forming t h e  arch-head, continue a
sequence of two cyma curves above spring level.

78 Mr T.P.  Smith has prepared an excellent paper about the gate which wil l
hopefully be published in full next year; his notes have been used in the compilation of
this interim report.
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Fig. 27. R o p e r  Gate: Elevations and section through base of gate.
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A centrally-located, three-light window, above the arch, comprises
ovolo-moulded jambs and mullions, with a plain drip moulding. The
arch-heads are segmental and uncusped; those o f  the flanking
side-lights are slightly rampant. Only the central light is presently
glazed; those on either side are blocked and rendered. Immediately
above this window is a blind circular panel, with cyma surroun'd,
composed of radially-set headers.

The crow-steps appear to be largely rebuilt, replacement bricks
and harder mortar are evident, although the design is probably
similar. An early nineteenth-century photograph shows the finial still
intact, with projecting gablet corbelled from the main face of the
gate. Unfortunately, this fabric has recently been lost.

At the base of the south-east buttress is an unusual area of fabric
composed of larger bricks. Here three projecting courses include a
saw-tooth course, a  normal course o f  stretchers and a course o f
headers. This fabric is possibly part of  an earlier boundary wall,
probably constructed during the first quarter of the sixteenth century
and incorporated into the new structure. These upper courses would
have formed part of  the original coping, for a wall some 6 ft. in
height. Bricks used in the construction of the Roper Chapel adjoining
St. Dunstan's church (c. 1524), are of a similarly large size, although
different in texture. In the absence of good documentary evidence it
seems plausible that the construction of the gate took place during
the lifetime of William Roper and a date in the 1550s is suggested.

An early nineteenth-century pen-and-ink drawing o f  the gate
(prior to the construction of any adjacent buildings) shows a sym-
metrical design with the tumbling and diaper work of the south-east
buttress reflected on the opposing side. This was almost certainly not
the case, as apparently intact and undisturbed fabric butting the
existing building to the north-west shows no evidence for tumbling or
diaper work. Indeed, the queen closers terminating the north-west
limit of the gate indicate an altogether different arrangement. One
can only surmise that the artist was attempting his own reconstruction
of the gate.

Two-leaf doors o f  late nineteenth-century date now secure the
Roper Gate, removing completely any evidence for earlier gates.
Each door, comprising twelve panels, is framed by stiles, rails and
munting pieces, mortice and tenoned with wooden pegs. Diagonal
bracing, concealed behind the panelling, lap joints with the rails and
muntings. Loose panel mouldings, mitred at the corners, with simple
cavetto profile, are set below the surface of the framing into each
panel. A  wicket-gate in  the south-east door provides additional
restricted access. The principal ironwork appears to be contemporary
with the gates. Plain strap-hinges, bolted onto the top and bottom
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rails are located on gudgeon pins set into the splayed reveals of the
archway. Additional hinges have been added to the middle of the
door, with further pins inserted into the reveals.

The decorative detail and surface of all the brickwork of Roper
Gate has deteriorated rapidly in recent years due to age, exposed
position and the friable nature o f  the bricks. Lack of repair and
neglect have accelerated this process considerably, and it is pleasing
to note that at the time of writing the gate has been fully restored
under the direction of the City Council Conservation Section.

R.W. AUSTIN

C. Nos .  8 and 8A Mercery Lane
Recent renovation o f  these premises has enabled a considerable
amount of  archaeological work to be undertaken, principally the
recording o f  the medieval timber frame contained within this
property.

Nos. 8 and 8A, and the adjoining properties to the south-west and
north-east, are all contained within the surviving fabric of  a late
fourteenth-century medieval inn known as the `Cheker of the Hope'.
Previously only a small part of this building had been recorded by the
Trust. ' However, following recent refurbishment, substantially
more of the original fabric has been surveyed.

Several important features of this building have been uncovered.
Two elements of what was probably continuous gallery fenestration
were discovered behind modern panelling on  the second floor
(Fig. 28). Gothic trefoil tracery over these window heads (carved
from oak boards), with brooch stops at the base of each chamfered
window jamb, match the pattern of those still extant on the Mercery
Lane frontage. A  small section o f  cavetto-moulded eaves-plate
remained in  situ above this fenestration. Evidence for  first-floor
fenestration immediately below suggests a similar arrangement, but
with slightly different tracery.

Several doorways that initially led from the main range to adjacent
courtyard galleries, were also uncovered. One example still retained
a moulded Gothic arch-head and jambs (Fig. 29). Mortices to take
gudgeon pins and associated strap-hinges, along with rebating of the
arch-head, indicate the missing door.

A surprising amount of original ochre paintwork, currently being
analysed by specialists using X-ray spectrometry techniques, survive
on many o f  the timbers. Analysis o f  the first-floor framing and

"  Arch. Cant., cvi (1988), 175-7.
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Fig. 28. N o s .  8-8A Mercery Lane: Gallery fenestration detail.
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associated wall-plates indicates the continuation of the ground floor
stone arcade along Mercery Lane. Roof fabric over the main range,
comprising crown-post and soulace assembly, has been recorded,
including the complex intersection of High Street and Mercery Lane
ranges. Due to the acute angle between these streets, two adjacent
pairs o f  rafters and collars are coupled together in  an unusual
arrangement. Unfortunately, the construction o f  the gallery roof
remains unsolved.

Carpentry details such as the use of splayed and tabled scarfs to
join longitudinal members and sallied lap joints for tie-beam assem-
blies add further interesting details to our knowledge of this building.

Considerably more work needs to be carried out before a complete
survey of the building can be produced. This would obviously include
any remaining fabric to the north-east (should renovation work occur
here) as well as detailed drawings of the surviving stone arcade along
the High Street.

R.W. AUSTIN

D. N o .  28 Palace Street
A survey o f  this fine seventeenth-century building, detailing the
structural failures o f  the timber frame, was completed by John
Bowen last year.8° An exploratory investigation of the 'failing' fabric
of the shop was undertaken this year, in order to put forward a
scheme for stabilising the building and converting it for retail and
office purposes. During the stripping-out process, further movement
of the building was detected and considerable external and internal
shoring was employed in an attempt to arrest it. Unfortunately, high
winds earlier in the year induced further structural failure of  the
already destabilised stack, with fallen brickwork in evidence on the
ground floor.

A rapid survey of the stack was commissioned by Canterbury City
Council, with only three hours available, before the building was
declared unsafe, al l  personnel evacuated, and Palace Street and
King's Street closed to traffic. I t  was decided to dismantle the entire
stack from above using a mobile crane as a safe working platform.
Contractors removed surrounding roo f  fabric before carefully
dismantling successive courses of the stack. This proceeded according
to plan until the brickwork was reduced to attic level. Suddenly, the
stack, in its precarious state of imbalance, collapsed. Total failure

80 Ibid., 185-7.
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occurred with several tons of remaining brickwork falling vertically
through the building filling the entire cellar with rubble. Fortunately,
no-one was hurt and surprisingly the frame suffered little damage,
with the failed stack leaving a large void through the core of the
building. Producing drawings from the hastily gathered notes, proved
a particularly difficult task, but the results should provide enough
information to reconstruct the stack in its original form.

R.W. AUSTIN

E. Romden Hall House (Figs. 30-34)
One of the most ambitious building recording projects undertaken by
the Trust in recent years took place at Romden Hall House, near
Smarden, Ashford. This fine medieval farmhouse, devastated by the
October storm of 1987, was reduced to a pile of broken timbers. The
Trust was commissioned by Ashford Borough Council, Kent County
Council, English Heritage and the owners of the property, Mr and
Mrs. Windibank, to produce a survey reconstructing the building on
8 1  .•-••  paper. By identifying and numbering al l  the components and
systematically dismantling the structure for temporary storage in an
organised dry store, it is hoped that the building can be reconstructed
in the near future.

The building is o f  the ubiquitous `Wealden' type, which in its
original form comprised a two-bay open hall flanked at both ends by
jettied wings. A  continuous thatched roof, hipped at both ends
produces the characteristic appearance of a recessed hall common to
these buildings.

It seems likely that the Wealden hall was built during the first half
of the fifteenth century by the Guldeford family who owned the land
and much o f  the surrounding countryside from 1421-1509. Sur-
prisingly, the building was only in domestic use until the seventeenth
century when the construction of an adjacent brick farmhouse led to
its abandonment as a dwelling. Fortunately, it survived as an ancillary
farm building, being converted to stables and cow-house with an
inserted hay loft occupying the former open hall. Following the
construction of a kiln during the last century, it acquired the status of
an oast-house, complete with drying rack, hop-press and associated
fixtures and fittings.

Despite these amendments, compared with similar examples that

81 The Kent Archaeological Society generously agreed to contribute a grant towards
the cost of the survey.
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enjoyed more continuous domestic occupation, i t  remains largely
unspoiled. I n  its currently 'exploded' state the Romden building
provided a unique opportunity to  record medieval fabric in the
greatest detail. Surveying the remains proved to be a painstaking and
somewhat daunting task. '

During its domestic life the two-bay hall remained open to the
roof, heated only by a central hearth. No chimney stack was ever
inserted into the hall, although it was floored to form a hay loft at a
later date. The high end of the hall, to the north-west, is distinguished
by a firmly moulded and castellated dias beam. Gothic style arch-
braces and cambered tie-beam, embellished throughout with cavetto
mouldings, constitute the open truss which subdivides the high and
low bays o f  the hall. A l l  the longitudinal elements o f  the hall
(eaves-plates and collar-purlin) are joined directly over this truss,
using edge-halved scarfs with bridled abutments. A  fully braced
crown-post of octagonal section with moulded base and capital forms
the centrepiece of the hall. The rear north-east limit of the tie-beam is
secured by a complex triple-jowled post whilst the south-west end is
incorporated into a  double-reversed eaves assembly forming the
characteristic recessed hall.

Opposing four-light windows on both external walls illuminate the
high hall. Hinged shutters originally secured the upper divisions
whilst sliding shutters sufficed below. The main entrance, incorporat-
ing an arched doorhead, gave on to a cross passage occupying the
south-east limit of the hall. Mortices extant on the internal face of this
door-frame indicate a  screen that concealed both front and rear
entrances from the hall. Three doors in this passage afforded access
to the adjacent service wing.

The service wing, jettied to the front, adjoins the south-east limit
of the hall. A ground-floor partition divides the available floor space
into the customary buttery/pantry arrangement. Stairs at the rear of
the cross-passage, permit access to  a  single first-floor chamber.
Simple Kentish framing evident on the front elevations comprises two
central lights flanked by exposed tension braces. The fenestration, as
employed throughout the remainder o f  the building, consists o f
square-sectioned mullions set on the diagonal with horizontal sliding
shutters.

A similarly-proportioned solar wing must have occupied the north-
west limit of the building, evidence for its jetty is still visible on the
western corner of the hall. The original wing has since been super-

82 A survey made prior to the building's collapse, by students from the Canterbury
School of Architecture, proved to be an invaluable help.
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seded by a late fifteenth-century two-bay medieval cross-wing, jettied
on three sides with a symmetrically-hipped roof. An intermediate gap
between the two structures has been adapted to form a separate stair
bay, providing access to solar chamber and ground floor rooms. The
primary roof oversails this short bay and abuts the new solar roof in a
basic manner re-using original material. In  contrast to the service
wing, close, studding and concealed bracing are used throughout.
Windows are centrally-placed on all three elevations.

The two-bay solar imitates closely the aesthetics and grandeur of
the hall, with an open roof, octagonal crown-post and cambered
tie-beam, a l l  bearing similar mouldings to  those o f  the earlier
building. Minor refurbishment of the cross-wing, including an inser-
ted solar ceiling and the addition of glazed windows, occurred before
the house lost its domestic status. An  elaborate Tudor door-frame,
added to the road frontage elevation, displays a Tudor rose and
pomegranate, carved into either spandrel.

Numerous other Wealden houses survive within this region.
Romden Hall is a typical example, constructed to a high standard
with a wealth of skilled carpentry both functional and decorative. I t
provided an impressive and comfortable home for its owners. Recon-
struction o f  this building to  its original medieval state and the
formation of a Trust to maintain it as a 'living museum' will hopefully
provide something of real value and interest to future generations.

R.W. AUSTIN

F. Garr ison Point, Sheerness
In July, the Trust conducted a photographic survey of a World War II
fire station at Garrison Point, Sheerness. The survey was commis-
sioned and funded by English Heritage in advance of the impending
demolition of the fire station.

The structure was an integral part o f  the war defences fo r
Sheerness harbour, which were centred on Garrison Point Fortress
and provided a sweeping field of fire over the harbour approaches
and the Thames estuary. I t  was, however, an independent structure,
separate from and to the front of the fortress, providing a complete
defensive unit with its own fire control tower to direct its armament.
It has now been demolished to  make way for  further harbour
redevelopment, although the fortress itself remains and houses the
coastguard.

A complete photographic survey was carried out in dull weather
conditions, which were far from ideal. Wherever possible the main
elevations were photographed with shots to show the structure in its
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context. Principal details were o f  the main elements o f  the fire
station, the gun mount, expense magazines, main magazine lift, fire
control tower and compartments with blast doors and windows.
Construction details were o f  equal importance and showed the
structural strengths of the station. A final point was made to include
the widespread graffiti which adorned the structure.

The complete survey was presented to H.B.M.C. and is now
deposited in the National Monuments Archive.

R.A. BUCKMASTER
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